Cue music- Submarine by The lumineers
BIRD SHOT VIEW AS IF BIRD IS FLYING THROUGH THE AIR TILL IT REACHES
A 19 YEAR OLD PETER LOFT RUNNING HIS WEEKLY JOGS AROUND
NEIGHBORHOOD.
It started off sunny then all of a sudden it started to rain. As he
ran his only focus was on running. There was things happening
around him but he just ran and wasn't distracted. As he is getting
closer to home there are sirens interrupting his music in the back
ground. As peter grew closer he started to realize that the sirens
came from his house.
PETER
Mom where's dad?
THE CAMERA FOLLOWS DOWN TOWARDS AN OLD MAN LYING ON A STRETCHER
GETTING CARRIED TOWARDS THE AMBULANCE.
Peter looks shocked then scene skips to hospital where nurses are
rushing peters father down the aisle on a stretcher
No audio as peter and is mother run after the stretcher trying to
keep up. Peter gets a glimpse of his father's face as they turn
into the room and the nurses stop peter and his mother from
entering.
PETER V.O
Just like that I never saw my father
again.
SCENE SKIPS TO GRAVEYARD WHERE ALL THE GUEST WAIT FOR PETER'S
FATHER TO BE DESCENDED UNDERGROUND. CAMERA SCANS AROUND THE ROOM
EMPHASIZING ON PETER AND HIS MOTHER AND THE MANY GUESTS THAT ARE
CRYING. IN BACKGROUND A FEMALE SINGER SINGS (IN THE ARMS OF THE
ANGEL) THE CAMERA ALSO PICKS UPON A GUEST, THE BANK MANAGER GEORGE
LONDON, WHO IS STANDING AT AWE TRYING TO HOLD BACK THE TEARS AND
SAD.
SCENE SKIPS TO PETER IN HIS ROOM (ONE MONTH LATER)
As peter is trying to watch Dexter, the cable starts to mess up.
Peter goes down to go ask his mom what's going on with the cable
PETER
MOM! MOM! ...what's wrong with the TV??
MOM
It's tired of you watching it. (Mom finds
scantron on the table) Is this your
grades, that says a 52 not a 92 I thought
you were still making A's

PETER STUMBLES ON WORDS
It's just one test I can just talk to my
professor to try to get it to a C and I
can definitely still get a B as a grade
for the year.
MOM
Peter you're scaring me I thought you
wanted to be successful, these bullshit
grades aren't gonna get you there. You
know your dad wouldn't have supported this
Peter
PETER
Wow only a month and you're already using
the dad's dead card. Since the cables not
working I'm going to get something to eat
MOM
If I knew there was a dad's dead card, I
would've used it weeks ago!
She yells this out as he is leaving. Peter storms out and gets into
his car and drives to a local diner where he orders the same thing
every time. As he waits at a table a woman in her mid 30s is
approaching him to be his waitress.
WAITRESS
Hi how are you what would you like to
order today sir?
PETER
Excuse me umm who are you?
AS PETER LOOKS CONFUSED. CAMERA POINTS AT WAITRESS NAME TAG.
WAITRESS
Tammie lee and I am your waitress for this
afternoon.
PETER
Did Annie call in sick or something? she
already knows what I want and it will be a
lot easier if she would be the one to be
my waitress please.
WAITRESS

Well she's very busy right now and If you
could just give me your order I could get
your food to you faster than waiting for
her.
PETER
Ok well I would like (Quesadillas with
Grilled Chicken, Pepper Jack Cheese, Black
Beans, Sour Cream & Spanish Rice) and a
cookies and cream sundae.
WAITRESS
Okay thanks. I will be right back with
your order.
While waiting for food peter suddenly catches eye of a girl who he
believes to be flirting with him but is actually talking to someone
behind him. He gets caught trying to flirt back and becomes
embarrassed but is quickly distracted as Annie walks in the room.
She walks in the room in slow motion and wind blowing in her hair
but she isn't as beautiful as the scenery that she is presented in.
PETER V.O
Annie Hall, my pride and joy, my key to a
door that has pleasureville written in
bold, all caps letters. But only one
exclamation mark cause she won't let me
fuck her from behind. It's ironic because
she was outrageously anal.
SHOT OF THE DOOR TO "PLEASUREVILLE!" OPENING, WHEN THE DOOR OPENS,
SHOT CHANGES BACK TO ANNIE IN PRESENT TIME.
ANNIE
What up pete. You ordered already?
PETER
Yea.
ANNIE
You still hanging in there I haven't heard
from you in a while.
PETER
Aww you missed me
ANNIE

Just a tinsy bit, just like your penis. Jk
jk
Peter imitates himself getting shot at
PETER
POW POW shots fired MAN DOWN MAN DOWN.
Annie laughs but to the audience it seems fake but to Peter it
seems real
ANNIE
Peter i need to ask you something and this
question requires your total honesty.
PETER V.O
Holy fuck what did I do?
PETER
yea
ANNIE
Remember the last time we had sex
PETER
Yea when your mom went to Canada.
ANNIE
You used a condom right?
Scene skips to them at Annie's house about to have sex but when he
looked in the drawer for condom he didn't see any, so he took a
wrapper of candy to pretend that it was the condom.
PETER
Yea I remember i did cuz I took the last
one that night was amazing
ANNIE
Oh thank god. I guess its just a mix up
cuz im late.
MANAGER
Hall! You're Late! AGAIN!

ANNIE
I'm sorry I gotta go bye
Peter waits a couple of seconds then his V.O says.
PETER V.O
Hold on she meant she was late for work
right?
Scene shows that peter is very stressed out and his voice over just
screams as Annie leaves the table to go back to work.
Scene skips to peter staying up all night and cant fall asleep.
When he finally goes to sleep. He has a nightmare of him and the
baby. He was trying to change the babies diaper's and just started
peeing everywhere, uncontrollable. Then he wakes to a phone call he
looks at caller id and it says Annie Hall. And he just looks at the
phone for a while then answers.
Annie crying over the phone but doesn’t show her on the screen.
PETER
Hello
ANNIE
Peter im not okay I think I feel the baby.
And I threw up and I don’t remember going
to a party!
PETER
Come on I'm not the smartest person in the
world but im not stupid. I know I had a
condom on, I don't want to have a baby.
I'm too young to have a baby maybe there
was a hole or something. It must've been a
mistake.
ANNIE
I called my doctor after work yesterday
and I scheduled an appointment today at 3.
Come pick me up at my house and we’ll go
together
PETER
I'm sure everything's OK.
ANNIE
It better be

The phones cuts off because Annie hung up on him.
PETER V.O
OK now that I knew that Annie was 100%
pregnant I needed a FUCKING job. Life has
an insanely horrifying way of telling you
to get your shit together.
Scene changes to Peter looking online for jobs when…
MOM
Peter I need you to deposit some checks
for me today!!
PETER
Mom I've got school today
MOM
No you don’t peter, you don't have school
any day, I wasn't born yesterday
She says as if she knows about peter skipping school all these
months. Then she hands him the checks.
SCENE SKIPS AS PETER WALKS INTO A BANK AND TO ONE OF THE BANK
TELLERS TO DEPOSIT THE CHECKS FOR HIM.
He asks him for bank account # or debit card. As peter is doing the
whole transaction he hears some people arguing behind him but
doesn’t really pay attention and when he is about to leave he
notices that the 2 people arguing are a bank teller and the bank
manager that was at his dad's funeral. But as soon as he notices
what was going on he was spotted by the boss, the manager suddenly
directs his attention to peter. Peter remembers the manager from
his dad's funeral.
MR. LONDON
Peter, I haven’t seen you since… How is
your mother?
PETER
Oh, she's fine
MR. LONDON
Well these things have a way of sorting
themselves out it only… how insulting of
me I haven’t even asked how you were
doing?

Peter looks at the bank manager’s tag that read George London.
PETER
I'm doing better too. Mr. London but I've
sort of gotten tired of moping around and
I need something to keep me occupied and
get my mind off my dad. I was thinking
that maybe a Job might do the trick
MR. LONDON
Do you have any experience in the bank as
you might have seen, it looks as if I am
in need for one more bank teller.
PETER
He's fired
MR. LONDON
Hell yeah, he's always late.
PETER
Well I've never worked at a bank, the last
place I worked at was a burger joint
actually not too far from here.
MR. LONDON
Oh the in ‘n out burger place?
PETER
Yea
MR. LONDON
Yea my daughter actually used to work
there. She begged me for a couple of weeks
to get a job here because she hated it so
much.
PETER
It wasn’t that bad except for the fact
that we were making like a million burgers
a month and only earning minimum wage. So
it was awful.
MR. LONDON
Ha those cunts

PETER
Yea I would rather ask my mom and dad for
money than stay so I left
MR. LONDON
Before you left, I bet you gave em a piece
of your mind.
PETER
Nah It was still a great experience, just
terrible management.
MR. LONDON
You know what you seem like a good kid ill
start you off on our training program and
we’ll see how you do. Then start you at
$8.20 an hour for uhh maybe 2 months then
if you do great ill bump you up to regular
pay.
PETER
OH my goodness, Mr. London, you don’t
understand…
MR. LONDON
Don’t worry bout it
PETER
I came here to deposit a check for my mom
and left with a job. I really appreciate
this opportunity, you won’t regret this
sir.
PETER V.O
Maybe my kid's life isn’t as fucked as I
thought.
Peter says as he walks out smiling. PETER DRIVES TO ANNIE’S PLACE
WITH FLOWERS AND READY TO HEAL THEIR RELATIONSHIP. HE ALSO BOUGHT
ABOUT A DOZEN BALLOONS TO SURPRISE ANNIE. PETER KNOCKS ON THE DOOR
3 TIMES TILL ANNIE ANSWERS. ANNIE ANSWERS THE DOOR BY THROWING A
WHOLE BUCKET IN PETERS FACE.
ANNIE
YOU THINK I'M A FUCKING IDIOT!!
PETER

whoa!! What the fuck
ANNIE
Ofcourse you do if you fucking think I
cant tell that there is semen in my
fucking vagina!
PETER
Ok i get
pregnant
I've got
You love

it you're mad cause you're
but I've got good news and look
fucking flowers and balloons too.
balloons.
ANNIE

No im not pregnant, you think I don’t
prepare for scumbags like you. I was on
the pill.
PETER
Birth control?
ANNIE
No gun control, you are just so freaking
immature and I hate your Fucking guts and
you know what else...
A soft melody plays as now peter isn't in the room anymore but is
now running in the field smiling and as happy as ever.
ANNIE
you know what I was being nice by waiting
a month after your father's… How the hell
do you do that? You look almost identical
to how you would look if you were paying
attention but I've known you long enough
to tell that you're not, where do you go
to? cuckoo land. You know what I was going
to throw more bucket of water at you but
now I really just feel sorry for you.
You’re not gonna say anything, you're
going to continue to make yourself look
like a dumb ass. So just GET THE FUCK
OUTTA MY HOUSE!
Door slams on peters face then peter walks to his balloon filled
car with sayings like it’s a boy, it’s a girl and congrats. He
drives off.
THE SCENE SKIPS TO PETERS FIRST DAY OF WORK.

Peter wakes up and gets ready. He gets downstairs and tells his mom
he has his first day of work today.
PETER
Mom I start work today
MOM
Oh yeah I spoke to George the other day.
Are you excited?
PETER
Yes
MOM
Make sure you go to class
PETER
I don’t have class today
MOM
Ofcourse you don't. Ok love you
Peter’s car pulls up in the parking lot of the bank and he walks
out in a suit ready for his first day.
PETER
Hi how are you Jenna, I guess Im your new
co worker
JENNA
Oh hi im jenna
PETER V.O
I thought I said that already.
JENNA
Oh my God, Are you stalking me peter,
didn't we use to work at in 'n out
together
PETER
Yea, i hope this place is better
JENNA

It is. It's amazing.
PETER
Do I have like a cubicle or what do I do
now?
JENNA
You should probably go to Mr. London’s
office. He’s my dad
She then points at her name tag that reads Jenna London. Peter
smiles and moves along.
MR. LONDON
Peter! You’re early
PETER
Well I didn’t wanna make a bad first
impression. So What’s the plan boss
MR. LONDON
Well to tell you the truth you’re not
going to be doing anything for
now. You've got to get trained first and
after that we’ll start you off where
you’re gonna be doing is counting money,
opening accounts for people and cashing
checks. Once in a while people will come
in here to get loans and such but you just
send them to either me or Ryan who is the
assistant manager for this bank. With whom
you will treat him respect at all times.
PETER
Yessir.
MR. LONDON
After training you're going to be in a
cubicle where you'll be able to see who
comes in and out the bank. We pride
ourselves in having great customer service
so always make them feel welcome
Mr London is preparing to eat a sandwich
PETER
So they’ll want to continue to coming
back.

(Peter finishes )
MR. LONDON
m'hmm m'hmm.(As he bites down on the
sandwich.) HOLY MACKEREL I NEED A CHEF.
YOU KNOW MY WIFE IS NOT REALLY A GOOD
COOK. IT’S A SANDWICH FOR PETE’S SAKE. I
KNOW I HAVE TO DO EVERYTHING TO KEEP THE
WIFE HAPPY BUT MY GOD AT WHAT COST.
( Peter snickers but not a full
laugh.)
PETER
Well sir I kinda used to make burgers for
a living if you need a good lunch you know
where my office is.
MR. LONDON
well you kinda don’t have an office but
if you can start bringing the lunches by
tomorrow I can see what I can do about
that.
PETER
(as peter is about to leave.) Mr
London?
Mr. London interrupts and says "call me George".
MR. LONDON
Call me George, Unless you would like for
me to call you Mr. Loft all day.
PETER
George so where exactly do i report to
until I finish my training.
Scene skips to the small window where peter would collect peoples
checks and money into their accounts. A SERIES OF SCENES POP UP IT
STARTS WITH PETER MOVING IN TO HIS LITTLE SPOT IN THE WINDOW. HE
GETS TRAINED ON OUR TO DO EVERYTHING AND TIME WENT BY 2 MONTHS.
ANDY ACCETELLA
Man, working at a bank isn’t as cool as I
thought it would.
PETER
It’s a bank what did you expect.
ANDY

I thought if you loved money this place
should be Disney land to you. You know?
But its just other people’s money if it
was mines then we would be having this
convo with a Russian model grinding on my
dick
DANIEL
I don’t think we would having a convo with
that happening.
ANDY
Nah dude Natalia doesn’t mind, she likes
it when people watch.
DANIEL
Haahahah LOL (Daniel has a weird laughing
face.
ANDY
Dang danny You've got a terrible laughing
face. It’s just so bad like it makes me
not even want to be funny anymore. It's
fucking up my hilarious vibe. You’re
definitely not invited when me and Natalia
are getting it on. (Andy pretends to fuck
the wall) If you take care of that face
then we might be able to work something
out
DANIEL TOWNSON
Andy guess what
ANDY
what? (But in a joking way )
DANIEL
Fuck you
They see Mr. London about to come and act as if they are doing
something.
MR. LONDON
(Walks past them but comes back to Daniel
and whispers to him loudly) I heard what
you said it was pretty funny but get to
fucking work.
PETER V.O

(Peter chuckles) After being here for a
couple of months I’ve realized that, one
Mr. London isn’t a very good whisperer
(pause) and two hes actually not that bad
of a boss. He's cool.
Mr. London walks up to peter and peter slides him a bag with a
sandwich in it.
PETER V.O
On account of his wife being a terrible
cook (showing peter trying
her sandwiches and looking in disgust)
and my talents on working at that burger
place I've probably
become Mr London’s favorite worker besides
for Jenna and that asshole Ryan.
(Peter says as he watches Ryan try
to flirt with Jenna. )
He's never even opened an account before
and all he pretty much does is count money
and make sure that none is missing and
then acts like he deserves an award. Fuck
Him
Then Jenna and Ryan go into the bathroom to have sex because the
bank is empty. Ryan goes in first and then Jenna goes into the
bathroom.
An old woman walks up into peter’s cubicle and sits down. But
peter's still looking at jenna and ryan.
PETER
Hi how are you doing today Mrs. Huh Loft?
Mom did something happen?
MOM
Lonely old people need money too Pete.
PETER
Mom should I be worried? You haven’t been
yourself lately and I don’t know what to
do.
MOM
I'm fine Peter I just need 60 dollars from
my account.
PETER

Well you don’t need to come to me I have
no money in here.
MOM
(In a dementian state of mind as if
she forgot. she leaves and went to
get the money. )
Scene skips to peter, Andy, Daniel and Ryan in a car about to go
somewhere.
RYAN
Danny if you don’t fuck someone tonight
then you're hopeless.
ANDY
Not too much on Danny boy he’s got hoes
for days HAHA. Don't laugh.
(He says don't laugh to Daniel. Ryan
then turns around to give Andy a high
five for that)
PETER
I thought we were going to a strip club
today.
RYAN
So you think that’s stopping me
PETER
Nah dude you cant fuck no stripper.
RYAN
Your mom can't fuck a stripper ill make
that stripper sing carols. (Pause) From
Ryan Carrolle. Goddamn I'm a maniac I
should start writing these things down.
They get in the car and scene skips to them outside the strip club.
ANDY
(Andy looks at his watch and say.) Holy
crap we’re missing Jackie.
Andy and Ryan walk faster to see her
RYAN
You guys are missing Jackie

PETER
We don’t give a shit. As long as i see
some big titties I’m good.
WHEN THEY FINALLY GET IN THE CLUB.
DANIEL
I need a drink first ill meet you up.
PETER
Yea could you get me one too
( Peter hands him the money.)
Peter walks up to the strip pole and Jackie is performing. After
the illusion of it being her 4th song, She gets replaced by a woman
in cowboy outfit and the song like a rhinestone cowboy turns on and
there are some southern cowboy people at the strip club yelling
yeeee haw
Ryan and Andrew are drunk.
RYAN
BOO BOO you suck. She is not very good!
She is not very good!
Andrew joins him and says She is not very good! 4x. They try to get
the other guys on saying it but the others realize that the cowboys
don’t look too happy anymore. Then the cowboys come up behind them
in a threatening type of way.
Cowboy #1- Is there a problem here?
Ryan- yea they kicked Jackie out for this fucking bull shit
Cowboy #2- are you gonna go up there and take my sister off the
stage. Cuz I would like to see you try.
RYAN
Thanks for giving me the blessing. Get
this bitch off the....
Andy realizes to shut the fuck up but Ryan, trying to be tough ass
acts as if he was literally gonna go on stage and pull her out when
all of a sudden the cowboys pull him by the shirt and start
whooping his ass.
As peter sits there the camera zooms in from his POV.
PETER V.O

I don’t know who told Ryan he was
invincible because he isn't. Good thing
the club had security cause Ryan could
have died. They just kept PUNCHING and
KICKING and PUNCHING it was awful, I
really wanted to help but I was the only
sober one and someone had to be the
responsible one and drive us all home.
(The screen closes up on Peter and
changes.)
Ring ring the phone rings at Mrs. Jefferson’s house. She was an old
and retired woman answers
MRS. JEFFERSON
Hello?
PETER
Hello Good Afternoon ma'm this is Peter
Loft from Golden Gate Bank calling and it
seems your card has been flagged for bank
fraud. Is your house 1856 Glenpike drive?
(Pause and no respond) Hello M’am Is your
house 1856 Glendpike drive? We will now be
requiring your card #
(She is distracted by watching a show
on tv.)
MRS. JEFFERSON
Yes it is. (she reads the card number.)
and My social security is 574-76-5365
PETER
I didn't need your social, if you have
your debit number
MRS. JEFFERSON
What?
PETER
I don’t need your social
MRS. JEFFERSON
What?! What does me being social have to
do with anything
PETER

Never mind ma’am, but I don’t think you
want to keep the account so we are setting
you up with another account. I’m going to
transfer the phone to my manager to walk
you through on the rest. Thank you have a
nice day.
(She doesn’t even wait 2 seconds and
ask.)
MRS. JEFFERSON
Oh is this the manager?
PETER
What? No
MRS. JEFFERSON
I have 60,000 in that account to transfer.
I have been waiting for a while now.
PETER
(Peter thinks about it for a second.
) "Yea I am"
When peter hears 60,000 he gets tempted and caves in to the
pressure of that situation.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Thank God the account number for my
account is and are you going to also need
my pin code … Well i'll give it to you
anyway. It's 3987 (She was reading off a
paper that had all her important
documents.)
Peter sits there in awe of what he is doing
PETER V.O
She pretty much just gave me her lifes
saving and I didn’t even ask her out on a
date first. But i'm not a greedy scoundrel
so...
MRS. JEFFERSON
How much did they take?
PETER
I’m looking at the balance now and it
seems to be about 50,000 now. So the

perpetrators stole 11,000. (They only
stole $1000)
MRS. JEFFERSON
I’m over 70, I think I can live on 50,000
PETER
You will be living quite well Mrs.
Jefferson.
MRS. JEFFERSON
I know that but how much did they take?
SCENE CHANGES PETER TAKING MONEY OUT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
PETER V.O
Using her account # and pin code I went to
a bank of America on the east side and
took out 10,000 for myself and leave Mrs.
Jefferson with 50 grand. I had to launder
the money into my account with my
paychecks. #1 rule is don’t get caught.
Scene skips to a guy pulling up in a BMW, he gets out the car and
has a suit and gold watch on his arms but we don’t see his face.
And then a man comes up to him. And the audience realize that the
man in a BMW and gold-watch is Ryan not peter and the guy walking
up to him was peter.
PETER
Nice watch, DANG I wish I had it like
that.
RYAN
You probably won't but i'm gonna lie to
you and say you will. (Ryan then just
walks away)
Scene skips to peter and Ryan talking but later in the day.
RYAN
Hahah so she threw a whole jug filled with
water on your face
PETER
Yea man
RYAN

Just cuz you busted in her, That's it!
That bitch is crazy
PETER
I even bought her flowers and balloons.
RYAN
And you bought flowers and balloons. I
thought it was only me but I guess girls
are just born crazy. I thought it was only
because I got alot of money and a sexy ass
Beemer.
PETER
Yea I’ve actually been meaning to talk to
you about that.
RYAN
Well it’s a series 7 Bmw, I might get the
convertible for my birthday though.
PETER
No dude, How are you so rich if you just
work here?
RYAN
Dude you don’t know, my dad’s like hella
rich, my dad probably has the biggest
account in the whole city.
PETER V.O
Oh so that’s how you got this fucking job?
PETER
What does he actually do?
RYAN
He owns a bunch of companies and shit.
PETER
I guess that puts a lot of stress on you
to be like some sort of millionaire huh?
RYAN

Yea but for some reason my stress is only
coming cuz these bitches won’t get off my
dick. Its like damn bro there is never a
reason to call someone 87 times
(Shows him 87 missed calls from one
person.)
PETER
Damn you must have fucked up
RYAN
Nah I get rid of all evidence, sometimes I
have to buy new sheets weekly.
PETER
Weekly?
RYAN
Yea sometimes daily, When I get started I
ain't stopping till it rains on my dick if
you know what I’m saying.
PETER
Yea dude
(Peter says feeling awkward.)
RYAN
(Ryan becomes animated about what he
does when he has sex. )
Peter totally tunes him out and the scene goes mute until Jenna
comes in to tell Ryan that Mr. London wants him
JENNA
Yo Mandingo! My dad needs you in his
office.
RYAN
Mandingo huh?
JENNA
Yea Mandingo (flirtingly.)
Ryan leaves and jenna stays
JENNA

He’s pretty weird huh?
PETER
Yea I really don’t understand how he
doesn't see it. Wait I thought you liked
him.
JENNA
Nobody really likes him they just like the
fact that he is rich. His credit card
comes in handy alot. You might think I’m a
gold digger but trust me he makes it
impossible to not wanna like him for his
money.
PETER
Nah that didn't even cross my mind. It’s
not like you guys are fucking on the low
or anything.
JENNA
Nah well... (says awkwardly)
to work see ya around Pete

I got to get

As she leaves Ryan walks by.
SCENE SKIPS TO PETER AND HIS MOM IN LIVING ROOM WATCHING TV.
PETER
Mom, are we rich?
MOM
Ha good one peter
PETER
I'm serious but didn't you ever want more
mom
MOM
I had you and your dad, in my eyes I had
it all.
PETER
Aww mom but I’m serious. Like real money
millions mom millions

MOM
Well you should have been thinking about
this before you dropped out of college…
(peter zones out.)
PETER V.O
HOLY SHIT FUCK Mrs. fucking Jefferson!!
Knock knock
MRS. JEFFERSON
Who is it?
PETER
Mrs. Jefferson this is Peter loft from
Golden Gate Bank.
Mrs. Jefferson answers the door.
MRS. JEFFERSON
I wasn't aware that I had a meeting today.
Well come in.
PETER
Well Mrs. Jefferson this wasn't a
scheduled meeting, I was the teller that
investigated on the fraudulent activities
on your account a couple of weeks ago.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Oh my!! How much did they take?! Oh NO I
gotta call Freddy!!
PETER
Do you think Freddy committed these
fraudulent behaviors?
MRS. JEFFERSON
No he’s my son.
(in tears)
I try to be strong for him. I always
follow the calendar. EVERY 5 minutes I…
How could this have happened?
PETER

Oh no Mrs. Jefferson we spoke on the phone
and we at Golden Gate already
investigating our case. We are very close.
I’m just here to do sort of a follow-up to
make sure that you don’t have any troubles
and have been satisfied with our services
MRS. JEFFERSON
So I’m not in trouble?
PETER
We at, golden gate bank, pride ourselves
in making sure our customers are happy. So
no ma’am you are not in trouble.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Well I haven’t had any suspicious
activities going on in my account. I've
been checking, my calendar here and
everyday at 2:00 after watching the maury
show I check my bank statements and if i
see anything suspicious i write a x with
red marker on the 2:00 time
(brings the calendar and explains
calendar system to peter. When he
looks at the calendar there is so
many x's on it.)
PETER
Mrs. Jefferson, if you don’t mind me
asking, how long have you had the
calendar?
MRS. JEFFERSON
Well I just recently got it. Maybe a
couple of weeks I don’t remember. But it
can't be longer than a month since it only
has c's for this month.
PETER
Wow you must have put that up there after
you found out about the fraudulent
activity in your account. That’s very
smart of you. I have faith that you are
going to take very good care of yourself
Mrs. Jefferson
MRS. JEFFERSON

You should tell Freddie that, I don’t
remember the last words he told me but I
still feel it right in here.
(Puts hands on heart. Starts to cry
again and peter comforted her.)
It hurts.
SCENE SKIPS TO FREDDY AND MRS. JEFFERSON ARGUING.
FREDDY
Mom you are a danger to yourself and
everyone around you! Im putting you back
in a home!!
MRS. JEFFERSON
What im I a fucking dog! You cant just
send me to the pound when you don’t want
to take care of me anymore!! Im not
LEAVING THIS HOUSE AND LOOK I JUST STARTED
USING A CALENDAR TO HELP ME WITH MY DAILY
RESPONSIBILITIES!
FREDDY
Ok then stay here and get all your money
taken from you but I promise you i'm not
coming back to take care of you no more!
It’s exhausting and I have my own fucking
life!
SCENE CHANGES BACK TO PRESENT TIME
MRS. JEFFERSON
No Freddy don't leave
(in a sobbing voice)
PETER
Don’t worry Mrs. Jefferson, you’ll be
alright. I promise
Scene skips to the bank everyone just chilling in there cubicle.
Then all of a sudden…
MR. LONDON
Have I told you how much I hate my wife’s
cooking! Peter never forgets my sandwich!
JILL

Yea you know there’s a chick fil'a down
the street George. All you have to do is
ask.
MR. LONDON
ASK! I've been asking for the last 30
minutes.
Scene changes to Mr. London awkwardly trying to eat the food his
wife made with disgust. And Jill is secretary watching him trying
not to laugh.
JILL
OK sir you want the chicken sandwich?
MR. LONDON
Yes that would be lovely. Actually I think
I am feeling like eating some chicken
tenders.
As Jill leaves Mrs. Jefferson walks in the bank feeling and looking
a lot happier than her previous scene.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Where could I find Peter Loft?
PENNY
Well over there Ma’am
MRS. JEFFERSON
Peter!
PETER
Mrs. Jefferson! What a surprise visit. Is
everything going well, you keeping up with
the calendar?
MRS. JEFFERSON
Of-course. And I don’t think I ever
thanked you for helping and listening to a
poor old lady like me. Frederick is even
visiting me again.
PETER
That's great

MRS. JEFFERSON
I even took your advice and got a cat.
Look (She proceeds to show him pictures of
her cat.)
PETER
He pretty cute. What’s his name?
MRS. JEFFERSON
Well HER name is Cate with a c. And you
were right I don’t ever have to actually
take care of her. All I do is change the
cat litter AND she just absolutely hates
showers so we just enjoy each other’s
company.
PETER
I’m glad to have helped you, so what can I
do for you today?
MRS. JEFFERSON
Well I have gotten some money after
selling my summer house and I would like
to have the money moved it into my
account. You know, I was very appreciated
by your generosity that I even told a
couple of my friends about you.
PETER
You know we have an incentive program for
recommendations here at golden gate.
That’s just something that differentiates
us from other banks.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Really, if that’s the case then I guess I
should tell more people.
PETER
For each referral that opens a new Golden
Gate checking account with a $100 or more
in their opening deposit, we will credit
your account $35. But the people you are
recommending have to record that you
recommended them.
MRS. JEFFERSON

I was a very popular gal when I was at the
Miller Funeral Home. My nickname was
Cinnamon BUNNZ.
PETER
Cinnamon Bunnz?
MRS. JEFFERSON
Cuz of my bunnz peter, Like you kids say
now days I've got a fatty.(Peter
and Mrs. Jefferson laugh.) I can probably
get you lots of retirees looking for a
safe place like Golden Gate bank to keep
their money
Peter zones out on her talking.
PETER V.O
I've been trying my hardest to stay legit…
but I guess it just wasn't meant to be. I
hit the FUCKING mother load!
MRS. JEFFERSON
Peter, shouldn't you be writing this down?
PETER
Yes of course.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Elaine Wonders 432-323-4300 Jacqueline
DeVille 327-329-1021
RING RING
PETER V.O
I guess people with Alzheimer only hang
out with other people with Alzheimer. Cuz
it was like stealing candy from a baby.
THOMAS WEST
Hello
JESSICA WYATT
Hello
TINA SIMPSON

Hello
ELAINE WONDERS
Hello
PETER
Well
Bank
been
1856

this is John Black at Golden Gate
speaking and it seems your card has
flagged for bank fraud. Is your house
Scott Rd?
ELAINE

Oh No! How could this have happened?
PETER
Sorry ma'am but are you saying that 1856
Scott Rd is not your address
ELAINE
It probably is but i'm not sure lemme get
my notebook. Who is this speaking?
PETER
John Simpson from Golden Gate Bank. I will
now be requiring your card # and social
security number
ELAINE
Umm ok give me a second. But hold on why
do you need my social?
PETER
Security Protocol ma'm. Don't worry we're
going to be canceling your account.
ELAINE
Ok give me a second... my social security
# is 574-76-5365 and she reads the card
number. Hold on why i'm i giving you my
card number again? And why are you calling
me?
PETER
Well ma'am this is Justin Bieber and your
account has been hacked into. It looks

like they’ve stolen $7000 from your
account. (They only stole 2000)
SCENE SKIPS TO PETER THROWING MONEY IN THE AIR IN A BANK VAULT WITH
AUDIO STILL IN BACKGROUND.
It shows peter trying to take money from an ATM.
PETER V.O
Yes my system is extremely flawed right
now, but it's an easy fix. All I need is
someone who could actually hack into these
accounts, I can’t keep showing up at atms,
it might look too suspicious. Then it hit
me like MAC truck, COLLEGE.
PETER V.O
It’s funny because I’ve been trying so
hard to avoid this place now I find myself
actually needing this place. Being the
smart guy that I am I started my
investigation in the library for all
nerds.
(He walks into the room and the place
is pretty much empty except for one
of his former classmate Dane.)
Peter looks around library hoping to find someone here. He saw a
couple having sex in the bathroom and almost lost hope then saw one
of his classmate from when he went to college sitting on the ground
in the book aisle reading and studying.
PETER
Hello?? Hello?? Did everyone dropout too?
He walks into restroom and sees two people having sex next to the
sink. He quietly leaves to remain undetected. Then he sees Dane and
introduces himself as he’s an old friend.
PETER
Hey you're that kid from my American
Literature class. I don’t know if you
remember me but I'M peter.
DANE
Oh whats up man? Shit I don’t know if you
remember me but I’m Dane
PETER

Good but you don’t look so good; you’re
really taking this school thing seriously.
You’re literally the only one here.
DANE
It's the weekend, but im not going to lie
to you, this place is usually always
empty. Its a good thing cuz then I get to
study in peace.
PETER
Yea studying in peace is very important.
DANE
The only thing that sucks is that I have
to actually make sure to put all these
books back.
PETER
Hahaha they probably blame everything on
you huh.
DANE
I’m actually on their most wanted list. I
stole a couple of books.
(Switches to the most wanted list for
Dane.)
PETER
I bet you feel like a total bad-ass. Im
not necessarily a saint myself but I never
made it on no most wanted list. Aren’t you
hella good with computers?
DANE
Yea
PETER
Then you should totally hack into their
website and take your name out.
DANE
Yea but then I’ll end up on the school’s
most wanted list
PETER

Haha Yea I guess that makes sense. Well
you look like you don’t want to be
bothered so im just gonna get out your
hair. (Pauses) But actually I just
realized that i'm in need of a tech guy
for a company that I am running, If you're
interested we can meet up at a coffee shop
or something and talk if you want.
DANE
Wait you own your own company?
PETER
Yea something like that...
SCENE SKIPS TO THEM AT THE RESTAURANT WHERE ANNIE (HIS EXGIRLFRIEND) WORKED AT.
WAITRESS
You've got some balls showing up here. You
know Annie still works here right?
PETER
Tammie lee, good to see you too, it’s been
a minute. Me and my friend here would like
2 cups of coffee.
WAITRESS
Holy shit
(Out of nowhere Annie runs at Peter with a knife and the camera
drops and blurs and all you hear is screaming.)
ANNIE
Your Fucking Dick!! Ill cut it fucking
off!!!
TAMMIE LEE
No! Annie!
Then the camera freezes on her angry face. Then scene peter and
Dane walking put the diner.
PETER V.O
I’m not going to lie her trying to kill me
kinda sorta turned me on. But due to the
circumstances I had to get me the fuck out
of there. I told Dane that I didn't have

any crazy ex-girlfriends in my house and
if he still wanted to talk business we can
meet at my house.
PETER
I don't have any crazy ex-girlfriends in
my house and if you still want to talk
business we can meet at my house.
DANE
OK but that was fucking crazy. Why didn't
you think about that earlier.
PETER
It's been like a year, I've moved on and i
thought she did too. (They get in their
cars)
Scene changes to them in peter's room
DANE
Dude she almost killed us. At first when i
saw her i thought it was a joke, I was
smiling and laughing like i was watching
an Adam Sandler movie but Oh NO she was
not joking, she wanted you dead.
PETER
Bitches, what are you gonna do right?
DANE
Yea Man I get crazy chicks like that all
the time (says awkwardly.)
PETER
Really, it's my first
DANE
Oh man you've got it good. So this
business its owned by your parents or
something right?
PETER
No its owned by me.
DANE

And this is your parent's house
PETER
Yea
DANE
If you own your own business then why do
you live with your mom?
PETER
I haven’t seen you since Professor Yates
class, maybe we can catch up first, like
did you ever get in trouble for the
blowjob video.
DANE
Oh you remember that?
PETER
Yea that was probably the dopest thing
I’ve ever seen. I almost went to class for
a whole week cause of that. How did you
even do it?
DANE
Yea well I always noticed that Jennifer
would always stay after class to talk with
Professor Yates
PETER
Yea everyone knew something was going on I
don’t think they knew the definition of
subtleness.
DANE V.O
I hacked into his webcam and recorded and
off the bat like literally blam in front
of my face. They would do all sorts of Xrated shit together. Like she was
extremely OPEN to anything. And it was
only 3 o' clock in the afternoon!
Scene skips to back in professor Yates class. It was the end of
class when one of his student, Jennifer stays after to “talk to the
professor.” Dane sees this and notices that she always stays after
class. He then went home hacked into Professor Yate’s labtop and
turn on the webcam. The scene shows series of professor yates and

Jennifer having hardcore sex. When dane says “she was extremely
OPEN to anything” Jennifer spreads her legs wide open.
DANE V.O
But I just wanted to teach him a lesson so
I only used the blowjob video. I actually
felt KINDA bad because I think they
actually really liked each other.
Shows the scene where he put the video on the projector and the
whole class is cracking up. Peter is in the seat behind him, and
gives Dane a thumbs up.
PETER
Why did you make the video? What he do?
Yea he was a grade A douche-bag but…
DANE
Yea well I was supposed to get this
scholarship, but he being the douche-bag
that he is, gave me a bad recommendation
letter. I was hands down the smartest
person in class.
PETER
You didn't read it first?
DANE
I wasn’t supposed to but I thought he
liked me. I'm a teacher's wet dream.
PETER
Guess not haha
DANE
So really how were you able to start a
business. No offense dude but you’re not
that smart. Is it even legal?
PETER V.O
That was fast. (Peter now looks like a schoolboy that got caught in
a lie.)
DANE
Holy fuck it is illegal

Dane prepares to leave but peter stops him and goes in his drawer
where he pulls out $30,000 worth of cash and pours it on the floor.
PETER
Wait stop
DANE
(Dane is now in shock.) Whoa
PETER
I'm going to need you to calm down and
listen to my proposition.
(Dane sits down still staring at the
money.)
DANE
It better not have anything to do with
drugs or im outta here.
PETER
No drugs. DANE I just need your technical
skills and we would be totally
unstoppable.
DANE
Hackers go to jail too! Fuck this shit,
trust me I won’t tell anyone but you’re
going to get caught regardless!
PETER
Shit dude calm the fuck down and listen to
my plan. Dude if you don’t like it walk
out the door and I’ll find someone else,
but my fucking mom’s downstairs FUCK. I
believe you I know you won't tell anyone
DANE
I won’t
PETER
Alright then be cool. Well about 7 months
ago I left college to work at a bank.
DANE

A bank?? That makes this plan
better (Sarcastically, peter ignores his
comment )
PETER
My manager tells me about an account that
has been flagged for fraud and that I
should call the owner of this account to
help clarify the issue. I go through
procedure and I ask for her address and
card number and all the other bullshit
right. So after this I looked up her
account and found out that her account
actually got hacked. So I asked her how
much money she had in her bank account and
she told me $61,000 and I looked at the
amount of money in her account and
realized that the hacker only took $1000.
But she sounded old and she was very
forgetful and I ceased the opportunity and
told her that the hacker took $11,000. But
she wasn’t even that mad, she’s like 70
she doesn’t need $60,000, she told me
herself. So I went to the atm and took
$10000 from her account and not a single
complaint.
DANE
Okay that has got to be the stupidest
thing I have ever heard in my life.
PETER
Trust me, no one will even expect me, I’m
like the most trustworthy person there. We
are a very closed knit family there. They
will always feel like it is an outside
job. And the second they give me some kind
of notice that someone is going on a
hacking spree, we would have already made
a KILLING!
DANE
What about me they can find out that I am
hacking.
PETER
Look we’re not going to use our own
laptops. You’ll just go to some library
but not the one at the college, cuz that
would just be idiotic. And listen I’m your
inside man I will know what they are doing

as they are doing it. I will give you some
kind of notice so you can get the fuck out
of there. They will just expect a hacker,
this is not a hugemungous bank. They won’t
expect some well thought out plan. I got
lucky the first time because she had
Alzheimer and I went back to her house and
she totally forgot all about me. But I
impressed her so much the second time that
she gave me a whole bunch of her friends
numbers, thinking that she is helping me
make a few extra bucks on commission but
I’m just using her for the scam.
DANE
But wouldn't I get caught for hacking into
their accounts?
PETER
No cuz I am building relationships with
these people. They know my work and cell
number. If I call them saying that someone
took $5000 from their account. They might
panic but ill calm them down and they
might check for themselves but they cant
file a complaint when they think the
problem is being resolved. They are still
drowning in money, and most of it is never
going to be spent. So you can literally
hack into these accounts and take a lot
money, I call them ensuring them that the
problem has been noticed and i tell a lil
lie and become richer! But we have to play
it smart never withdraw from the same ATM,
only one hack per person, we don’t want
any external radars going off and we
definitely need an end game. We’re not
doing this forever, that’s how people get
caught. We walk away with a boatload of
cash and retire to embark in other
ventures in life. Like I said I form
relationships with these people and most
of them have Alzheimer…
DANE
So they would just forget (Dane interrupts
)
PETER
Exactly. Dane, one of these days you’re
going to graduate from college and go into
the real world. And when you get there you

will find out that you are not the
smartest person in the world, you don’t
even make the top 100 lists. But if you go
in this with me you will have money and
intelligence, which will then put you in
the position to buy your way into the
fucking list. And when you get on that
list you’ll be shitting green!
Series of scenes that show peter and dane are shown, while the song
Surfjan Stevens- Chicago plays. No audio besides for background
music. * Peter is talking on the phone with one of the clients and
smiling and laughing. And then he writes down the information he
needs and sends it to Dane in a prepaid phone. And shows Dane in
the library hacking and sending the money to a fake account and
cleaning the account of all the money. And then they meet up and
split the money looking very happy. Also in the midst of this you
see a scene of dane showing peter some of the crazy things that
professor yates and Jennifer did sexually. And also peter giving
his more depressed mom a kiss as he ran out the door. She cracks a
little smile to see that her son found something that makes him so
happy.
PETER V.O
Who would’ve thunk old people would bring
such joy to a bunch of 20 year olds. And
all I had to do was just visit them and
let them talk. And boy could they talk but
once in while I come across some really
cool ones.
Scene shows a series of clips of old people talking to peter and
him just sit there and say yea.
Scene skips to peter playing dominoes with an old man
MR. JOHNSON
Peter I know when you see me you probably
only see a crazy ass old man but I’m here
to tell you that you're wrong cause i'm
actually a crazy ass old man who ONLY
FUCKS DIMES!! GIMMMEE TEN!
PETER
HAHA so you got jokes old man well gimme
15!
MR. JOHNSON
Gimme 20!
PETER

GIMME…
MR. JOHNSON
I wouldn’t do that if I was you.
PETER
25!!!!
MR. JOHNSON
Oh shit! you didn’t fall for it
PETER
I'm the best that ever played old man
MR. JOHNSON
Well maybe 2nd best. Now throw some 30’s
on my Caddy!!
Scene skips to Dane and peter talking in deserted college library.
PETER
Bro I definitely got a new lead today.
DANE
Yea?
PETER
Yea this old guy, Mr. Johnson. He’s too
perfect, he taught me how to play
dominoes, I never understood why they
would slam the dominoes, but its pretty
fucking fun.
DANE
It's still stupid.
PETER
I guess
PETER
Yea he gives absolutely no fucks about
money. Ever since his daughter put him in
the home, he’s just sitting on $80k that
is just rotting in the bank. And he

doesn't give a fuck about anything. All he
does is play dominoes like literally all
day.
DANE
So how much should we take? Probably 30k
right?
PETER
Yea but I was thinking probably 30 now and
30 right before we stop. You know just a
lil last minute scheme (DANE writes it
down on his journal.)
DANE
Dude guess who I ran into the other day?
PETER
Idk
DANE
Yea well idk is not a name. Make one guess
and ill tell you
PETER
Idk dude
DANE
Just guess
PETER
Ok, your best friend from high school
DANE
No, why would I even tell you that. And
What kinda conversation is that even going
to start. You didn't go to my high school.
PETER
Yea well you told me to guess so I did
DANE
OK I saw…

(Dane shows a gesture of a girl
spreading her legs as if she’s down
for anything.)
PETER
Professor yates?!
DANE
No better, Jennifer!
PETER
How is that better I feel like meeting
professor Yates would have been a lot more
awkwarder. Well Is she still sucking old
dudes dicks?
DANE
Idk man probably but I feel like she was
flirting with me.
PETER
OK. (pauses)
DANE
No dude did you hear what I said, she
wants tha D! She gave me the up and down
look.
PETER
Maybe she wasn’t used to you taking
showers hahaha
DANE
Hold on you could tell?
PETER
Anybody with a nose could tell haha
DANE
Ooh shit ok from 0-10 how bad was it
PETER
Dude I was just joking haha.
PETER V.O

I wasn’t
PETER
Atleast now I know you didn't take showers
in college.
DANE
Oh well it was a couple of days I just
thought maybe people might have jumped
into conclusion because of those couple of
days.
PETER
Jumped into conclusion what the fuck haha
DANE
I don’t know Faggat I was never popular! I
don’t know how yll think!
PETER
I don’t know either but all I know is
Jennifer’s pretty smoking hot if you’re
going to fuck her you might want to spend
some of the money on a new swag.
DANE
Fuck you I like my clothes they’re
comfortable. And I don’t really want to
fuck her she seems like a chill chick you
know?
PETER
I know what?
DANE
You know the type that you fall in love
with.
PETER
Chill chick? The type that you fall in
love with? You must be a virgin huh hahah?
Im going to have to get you laid dude.
DANE
Nah don’t worry I don't help, Jennifer
definitely wanted the dick

PETER
Trust me if you fuck Jennifer your first
time you’ll literally never see her again.
She’ll be a ghost in your past. *dane
phone vibrates and he looks at the
message.
DANE
Look dude! She just texted me back, she
got some new boobs right so I texted her
and said “im not going to lie to you but
you probably have the best tits on campus,
you didn’t need to get your boobs done”
and she said “ aww that’s sweet.” Now i'm
stuck, i dont know...
PETER
Rookie gimme the phone I gotchu. (peter
texts)" When do you get off of work, i
would like to take you out and maybe we
can catch up some more." Oh shit you got a
new message! “she sent her address, she
says she gets out of work in 3 hours and
you can pick her up then.”
DANE
Haha good one fucking asshole
PETER
Who’s the asshole
(shows dane the text.)
DANE
Oh shit well Nice chatting with you but as
you can see I’ve got some good ol’ nasty
oily aggressive FINGER LICKING sex to
have.
PETER
You have 3 hours, that’s not a long time
for me to unvirginize you bro.
DANE
Dude we have made a lot of money together
but you are crossing the line. I don’t
roll that way its cool if you do but I
don’t haha.

PETER
I'm not fucking gay!! You need to have sex
before you go to her house. Trust me,
you’ll never know until you know.
DANE
What?!
PETER
I've got an idea. Let’s go!
(Peter pretty much drags Dane out the
room.)
PETER AND DANE PULL UP TO A STREET CORNER WHERE PROSTITUTES ARE
STANDING.
PETER
Pick one
DANE
OK I'll admit that i'm a virgin and
Jennifer might be my first girlfriend
EVER, but this seems like the complete
opposite of the thing that I am supposed
to be doing right now.
PETER
Nah trust me. After you know what the
pussy feels like you might have a chance
at actually keeping this girl.
DANE
I have an hour and a half before I take
the girl of my dreams out on a date!
PETER
Yea you have an hour and a half so hurry
up and pick! Cuz these girls walk
unbelievably slow.
DANE
What if I say no
PETER
Well then I will say yes

DANE
I say no!
PETER
I say yes!
DANE
Did you do this?
PETER
Well no
DANE
Then i say NO!
PETER
I was too young but I wish I did cuz my
first time is like probably top 3 most
horrifying experience of my life dude. One
ahead of almost being killed by
Annie. (pulls up to one of the girls.) Hey
beautiful ummm I don’t really know how to
do this so im asking for straight normal
vaginal intercourse right now. No kinky
shit
PEACHES
Right now but what about later baby
PETER
Well later is inaccessible because I have
about an hour. And ive got money. (shows
cash)
PEACHES
That’s all you needed to say, this aint
fucking mcdonalds
Hooker gets in the car. Dane looks uncomfortable.
PETER
So peter pats him on back and tells him
“have I ever let you down?”
PEACHES

So which one you schoolboys are trying to
lose their virginities?
DANE
Virgins we’re not Vigins
PEACHES
(Doesn't look convinced but doesn’t
say anything)
SCENE skips to them in a hotel room.
DANE
I’m sorry that I’m a virgin
PEACHES
Aww darling dont worry everyone's a virgin
at one point in their lives. Im actually
glad you are, my pussy's pretty sore right
now.
PETER
Well then (sarcastic voice) I guess that’s
my cue
PEACHES
Come on lets get this over with.
Peter leaves and walks out and camera follows him get something to
drink. Then he walks back upstairs.
PEACHES
I want you to fill me up with that fat
dick of yours
DANE
What? i wouldn't say fat but thanks. It's
really making me feel better.
PEACHES
Yea Baby get that dick hard for me.
DANE
Oh my you’re good at this, is that what I
should tell Jennifer to do to me? I should
probably write these down.

PEACHES
Are we actually having sex? Or are you
wanna those feelings kind.
DANE
Oh hell no im definitely gonna stick my
fat dick inside of you. I mean fill you up
with my fat dick. We’re gonna do some
nasty things tonight! That was good right?
PEACHES
Yea you’re really turning me on right now
DANE
I was watching this YouTube video and the
guy was like “smack her with the dick,
smack her with the dick, smack her with
the dick” Should I try that. Should i do
that to you? smack you with the dick,
smack you with the dick
PEACHES
I hope you don’t think this is what sex is
right?
DANE
Of-course not, its my first time even
though you're just a prostitute.
PEACHES
Hey! i prefer to be called an escort.
PETER
Oh sorry even though you're just an
escort, I want it to be special.
PEACHES
Yep we’re definitely not having sex
tonight. Are we?
DANE
Yea but what I was thinking was that
peter, my friend out there, was saying
that I had to atleast know what the pussy
feels like so im just gonna close my eyes
and just stick it in there for a quick

second, Then i won't feel guilty of
cheating.
PEACHES
Quick second? How are you going to
recollect the memory of how it feels like.
And you know what they say it aint
cheating unless you get caught.
DANE
Ok you got me. I’ll do it for a full
second.
PEACHES
I don’t think a full second would work
either.
DANE
Yea well im closing my eyes extra tight so
I think that would be enough.
Scene changes to peter drinking his drink and accidentally spills
it on himself and tries to clean it. He spits on napkins and uses
it to try to clean the stain.
DANE
Ok I’m ready
(phone vibrates)
Hey I got a message. It’s from Jennifer.
She got off work early and is looking
forward to catching up!
PEACHES
Catching up? You telling me this chick
isn't already your girlfriend.
DANE
Not yet. I’m an optimist. Well I guess we
gotta kick things into gear let me just go
ahead and stick my… OHHHHH! (dane almost
immediately has an orgasm.)
PEACHES
Wow kid you’re a rebel that was longer
than a full second.
DANE

Wow that was amazing! Way better than
jacking off
PEACHES
You can stick it in there for another five
seconds if you want.
DANE
I don’t know but I think I came already
PEACHES
Uh?
DANE
Yea, hold up gimme a sec, Yep its sticky,
I've ejaculated.
PEACHES
I guess that’s it for you then. Who’s
paying?
DANE
Noo! I wasn't ready that time, you gotta
let me try one more time!
PEACHES
Sorry son but i'm on a schedule
DANE
Come on just one more time
PEACHES
OK but this is the last time.
DANE
I promise i will not cum quick this time.
I think it's cause I closed my eyes. It
definitely enhanced the experience.
PEACHES
OK
Scene shows 30 seconds later then changes to them dressing up

DANE
I felt really good about that one. I must
have lasted like 6 or 7 minutes.
PEACHES
Hold on what did you say I was returning
an email
DANE
Never mind (Then they walk out to find
peter just sitting there.)
PEACHES
Money?
PETER
You got it dane
DANE
What? You were the one that was flashing
money to her. This was…
PETER
It was your penis.
(peaches looks at him like yea it
was.)
OK let’s get you to your date
Dane pays peaches.
DANE
OK dude I forget something I’ll meet you
in the car.
(Takes peaches to the side and asks
her “how was I?”)
PEACHES
You were great, you might need to work on
your orgasm face though.
DANE
Like How’d it look like it went by so fast
I don’t remember

PEACHES
Yea it went by a little too fast.
Shows a ugly face of how his orgasm face looked like and teach him
how to make his look better for like 2 mins.
PEACHES
You'll get it I believe in you *but he
never actually fixes it*
DANE
Alright thanks you were great too by the
way.
(Peaches immediately starts walking
away. )
SCENE SKIPS TO DANE AND PETER IN THE CAR
PETER
So did I tell you so or did I tell you so?
DANE
OK you were right, I feel like my
confidence is at an all-time high like I
could fuck anything that moves! Jennifer’s
probably not gonna be able to walk for
days when i'm done with her.
PETER
Yea bro go get her
DANE
I just hope she didn't have any stds.
PETER
Damn I know Jennifer was a slut but you
cant just say that she has stds!
DANE
Jennifer? No im talking about peaches.
(Peter abruptly stops the car!)
PETER

Peaches! Holy fuck Holy Fuck! you cant go!
You cant go and fuck Jennifer you gotta go
get tested or something!
DANE
Ok dude let’s go
PETER
Getting tested takes like a month
DANE
A month, we gotta go back!! We gotta go
back in time!
PETER
Who do you think I am Doctor who?
DANE
Hahahaha oh damn this is too much! you
looked like you were gonna piss in your
pants.
PETER
Haha you've got jokes
DANE
Yea i do. We probably need to go find a
new hooker, now that I think about it I
think I came a lot quicker than I thought.
PETER
No man you don’t need it, you got this.
Jennifer wont know what hit her. We gotta
get those accounts hacked tomorrow so make
sure you sleep early.
DANE
Yea fasure dude, she texted me earlier so
I gotta go get ready. So lets make moves.
SCENE CHANGES TO SERIES OF VIDEOS THAT SHOW PETER AND DANE WORKING
WITH NO AUDIO AND PETER TALKING TO HIS CLIENTS.
JILL

I don’t think you're supposed to use the
phones for personal uses Pete.
PETER
I was calling a clients
JILL
Oh so you weren't calling one of your
little girlfriends.
ANDY
Haha Yea my boy peter got all the girls
let him live
JILL
Just try to act like you're doing some
real work next time. You cant get fired if
you're looking like you're doing your
job. (Jill leaves)
ANDY
That's crazy cuz I used to work at
mcdonalds and feel like shit at the end of
the day. Now i work here and make way more
money and i don't feel like shit. It's
like as you move up in the world the less
you actually do and the more you look like
you're doing.
PETER
Mr London probably does a lot.
ANDY
Don’t get me wrong Mr. London is cool but
he has reached a peak. He’s like 80, he
should be owning this joint. Now George
has to work so hard so that he can retire
without worrying too much about bills and
stuff. But the key is to move up until
youre making atleast 200k a year and then
you can chill for the rest of your life.
And George is lucky if he is making 100k
working for this bank. Oh shit man i gotta
go I've got more "HARD WORK" to do.
(Whispers) it's not hard work, i'm just
filling out paperwork and then sleeping
with these on. (He puts on his ray ban
shades) Let's get this MONEY! (He yells as
he leaves)

PETER V.O
Everywhere I go its MONEY MONEY MONEY. All
this money talk has fueled me to taking
the scam a step further. For some reason
it was really easy for me to get these old
people to like me.
PETER
I think I have about 5 more alzheimer’s.
DANE
Holy crap man im gonna be able to pay off
my tuition a lot faster than I thought.
Mrs. Tate had atleast 200k bro!
PETER
So how much did you take?
DANE
80k now and 80k when we stop? By the way
when are we stopping?
PETER
Just chill, there’s nothing to worry about
we panic when the bank panics. Just be
careful don’t try to put one of those
signature hack moves and we both are gonna
get on the next plane to another state and
start a new life fresh!
DANE
What about Jennifer?
PETER
Its your first pussy ofcourse youre
sprung! There will be plenty of pussy when
we’re scott free and rich. How much do we
even have anyway?
DANE
What im I an accountant? I don’t fucking
know
PETER
Aight then let's count this shit

DANE AND PETER START COUNTING HOW MUCH THEY HAVE.
PETER V.O
For some crazy reason I thought it was
maybe 200k maybe 100 each.
DANE AND PETER IN UNISON
$950,715!
PETER
I need a better job to launder all this
money man!
DANE
I don’t even have a job.
PETER
How did we accidentally make so much
fucking money!
DANE
Without getting caught! I can probably
take Jennifer with me then huh?
PETER
Jennifer is forbidden to come! You might
as well just walk out right now! What we
are doing is illegal. If anyone was to
find out they can take us down for a long
time! She is forbidden!!
DANE
Peter, she would be devastated
PETER
No you would be devastated, in prison.
She's probably gonna break your heart.
(phone rings)
DANE
Are you gonna answer that?
PETER
Hello!

DR. FRANKS
Hello this is Dr. Franks, is this Peter
loft
PETER
Yes
DR. FRANKS
Sorry to disrupt you but this is Dr.
Franks and we have a JUDY Loft here and
you were her…
PETER V.O
What's up with people saying their names
twice like I...
PETER
Hold up what happened to her?!
DR. FRANKS
Sorry Mr. Loft but she tried to kill
herself. She is now put on suicide watch
SCENE SKIPS TO PETER MEETING HIS MOM AT THE HOSPITAL
MOM
Peter!
PETER
Mom!
MOM
I'm so happy you're here now you can tell
these bozos HERE to let me go and Stop
trying to control my life.
(THROUGHOUT SCENE SHELLY IS A LITTLE
CRAZY AND HIGH OFF PILLS)
PETER
Mom you cant leave
MOM
Hold up what? I lost myself for a moment
well now I'm found. Remember when you were

little you had your little Darth Vader
action figure and you would lose it for a
few days then you'd find it
PETER
Suicide is a big deal mom you cant leave
until the doctor says so. I really
appreciate it doc.
(doctor and everyone else leaves.)
MOM
Ok peter they're gone you can stop the
charade. Come on Bust me out of here
before they realize i'm gone.
PETER
Mom, no i was serious. You can't leave.
MOM
Remember when you changed your name to
little peter parker swinging from the
buildings, well this is your time to
actually save someone? ME YOUR MOTHER!
PETER
Mom what the fuck are you talking about?
Are you fucking going crazy or are they
giving you too much meds?
MOM
Shhh! I don’t know if you noticed but I
don’t think that was even a real doctor. I
was a nurse for 35 years peter and I know
what a real doctor looks like and he was
not one. (says shh but doesn't actually
lower voice)
PETER
Mom it might be the pills so just ignore
that thought.
MOM
Ignore what thought! the thought that
someone is trying to kill your mother and
they framed her for doing it! That guy’s
probably CIA with a sniper ready to
assassinate me!

PETER
Well ill protect you. I'll use my
spiderman powers, and don’t worry about
the bill I’ll make sure everything’s paid
for and im even giving the nurses a lil
something to take extra care of you,
you’re going to…
MOM
(She interrupts him and says)
Make it?! Be alright?! Peter I thought I
could make it, I thought I could be
strong. Don’t waste your money I wanna see
your dad I wanna see mikey. You didn’t see
him when we were younger pete he was
always happy and outgoing. He was such a
ladykiller and I couldn’t believe he was
mines but he was. And
PETER
Mom youre killing me here
MOM
And you know your father was in a band
when we were younger, it was a beatles
cover band. I went to every show, it
wasn’t anything flashy but I was there,
always.
SCENE CHANGES TO A YOUNG MICHAEL LOFT SINGING THE BEATLES SONG “HEY
JUDE”
MICHAEL
Hey Jude, don't make it bad
Take a sad song and make it better
Remember to let her into your heart
Then you can start to make it better
Hey Jude, don't be afraid
You were made to go out and get her
The minute you let her under your skin
Then you begin to make it better
So let it out and let it in, hey Jude,
begin

You're waiting for someone to perform with
And don't you know that it's just you, hey
Jude, you'll do
The movement you need is on your shoulder
Nah nah nah nah nah nah nah nah nah yeah
Hey Jude, don't make it bad
Take a sad song and make it better
Remember to let her under your skin
Then you'll begin to make it
Better better better better better better,
oh
This is to my sunflower I know the great
John Lennon didn’t sing this song for her
but I do, I DO as I take each breath all I
can do is think of her. She’s my number
one fan and I love her
(Background singer sings nah nah nah
part until peter finishes speech and
joins in)
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Nah nah nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah, hey
Jude
Scene changes to Peter and his mom talking in mute but his dad’s
singing is still in the background. Then his mom cries on his

shoulders as he comforts her as he says mom I still need you I
really do.
MOM
You don't even need me anymore, so let me
be with your dad.
PETER
Mom, No
MOM
We've raised you the best we could. We've
taught you right from wrong and now it's
your turn to find your own happiness.
PETER
Mom, i need you now more than ever.
MOM
You really don’t. I know the look of a man
on a hunt you've got that fire in your
eyes. It’s like I can tell you’re going to
be alright Pete. You don't even hang
around with me anymore. Sometimes i don't
see you for days. You are on your grind
and i hope you find what you are looking
for.
PETER
Mom are you trying to cook up a way for me
to let you die hell no that’s definitely
out of the question Mom!
MOM
I used to hate myself for loving you more
than your dad, I never imagined in my life
loving anyone like him. I could feel the…
PETER
Mom hell no. This conversation is over.
You stay on the meds and listen to your
doctor.
(Then peter just walks out.)
MRS GRANGER
It’s a pleasure seeing you again peter

PETER
Likewise Mrs. Granger, I love your British
accent “it’s very pleasant” (says in
British accent. You can’t hear Mrs.
Granger respond. )
PETER V.O
She sure was very pleasant.
(Changes to scene of Mrs. Granger
giving peter a blowjob.)
Don’t judge me, I've been really stressed
cause of my mom… plus she actually gives
amazing head.
ASAP ROCKY GOLDIE PLAYS THEY KINDA FLASH THEIR MONEY AND HIT THE
LOUIS VUITTON STORE, VERSACE AND GUCCI STORE.
Then inviting some girls over and throwing money all on them and
after that have sex.
Scene changes to the morning when they are having coffee
PETER
Dane you know what would be cool?
DANE
What?
PETER
Vegas, you can’t lie man, we got a lot
more than we expected.
DANE
You don’t have to convince me on this one
im fucking down!
PETER
But dude now that we are filthy rich, we
turn up in Vegas and then we're done
DANE
Yea definitely, i'm not trying to get
caught
MR. LONDON

(In a whisper to Jill.)
There has been a lot of complaint about
people being scammed lately.
JILL
Oh that’s not good.
MR. LONDON
I talked to the tech team and they are now
starting an investigation to find out who
is doing this. It must be a group of
people because it’s kind of a lot of
money.
JILL
How much?
MR. LONDON
Right now it’s like $300,000
JILL
Holy crapsticles
MR. LONDON
Yea crapsticles
(old Mr. London looks as if he knows
he might lose his job.)
Jill leaves and Peter walks up to George.
PETER
I have the report for you
(In a British accent)
Lord sire London from the town of
Massachusetts.
MR. LONDON
Did you do the Carter account? I don’t see
it in here
PETER
Oh shit George It must’ve slipped my mind
MR. LONDON

Shit? Atleast say crap, for petes sake is
this a fucking strip club or a bank! Look
at you all, you think I don’t see you guys
looking and acting like you’re working.
And you Jenna fucking Ryan in the bathroom
like everyone doesn't hear the walls
banging. Sex is loud guys! There's a lot
of fucking movement. We thought you knew
that. Peter’s probably the only one who
actually kinda does stuff here. It all
reflects on me guys I don’t wanna lose my
job so handle your shit!
DAVID
What happened?
(David just walked in )
RYAN
George needs a blowjob, you should
probably help him with that.
DAVID
(Doesn’t say nothing he is very quiet
and embarrassed.)
PETER CATCHES UP TO MR. LONDON AS HE IS LEAVING
PETER
Mr. London
MR. LONDON
What?!
PETER
It might be a wrong time but i need to
take a vacation day this weekend. I’m
going on vacation with my mom.
MR. LONDON
Were you even listening just now. We have
to be on our best behavior no more
lollygagging.
PETER
I understand that but I don’t know if you
heard about what happened about my mom.
MR. LONDON

Oh shit peter, I totally forgot. I'm very
sorry about that by the way.
PETER
We just need a little family time probably
this weekend.
MR. LONDON
Alright just make sure you guys take care
of yourselves out there.
PETER
Of course sir
Peter goes back to office space and immediately calls Dane
PETER
Hey Dane lets go turn up in Vegas.
DANE
Aight man I gotta go its Jennifer.
PETER
Ok.
Scene changes to peter getting ready to go. He has his money and
clothes packed up. But Dane is with Jennifer having sex instead of
packing
SCENE THEN CHANGES TO PETER WAITING AT THE AIRPORT.
PETER
Where the fuck dude? Why are you not here
we've got like 30 mins left till the plane
leaves.
DANE
(Dane and Jennifer are making out on
his bed and he calls. So Dane is a
little distracted when he is
responding. )
Yea about going to Vegas this weekend I
don’t think I can make it.
PETER
How? What the fuck, we made plans!

DANE
Yea I know but its Jennifer, no offense
babe but you’re a dirty little whore.
(Jennifer laughs)
Like dude she does things that would make
me wanna change my religion.
PETER
It’s your first girlfriend
(Then Dane hangs on him before he
could finish. But after he hangs up
peter still finishes and says )
you can’t get too hung up on her.
PETER
Peter is a little sad then out of nowhere is voice over says Vegas
is fun alone too right?
PETER V.O
Vegas is fun alone too right? *then peter
jumps on the plane going first class and
goes to Vegas.
Shows him in first class getting a drink
PETER V.O
Vegas is like the biggest amusement park
in the whole world. I only brought 100k in
case I accidentally spend all my money. So
many lights it was amazing. No wonder
people spend so much money here I never
was able to comprehend that but I guess I
do now.
THE SCENE ZOOMS STRAIGHT TO PETERS BEAUTIFUL HOTEL ROOM FROM SEEING
ALL THE VEGAS LIGHTS.
CONCIERGE
Welcome Mr. Loft to your suite. For a
steal too, its usually 50000 a night but
you got it for 27000
SHOWS ALL THE LAVISHNESS OF THE HOTEL ROOM.
PETER V.O
I don’t know why he told me that, he was
right next to me when they told me the

same thing downstairs. But anyway luxury
living huh?
PETER
It ends with peter laying on the bed
watching the big screen TV in his room.
Scene changes again but this time his body is slumped in with the
bed then the phone rings.
PETER V.O
Holy shit what am I doing I'm in
Vegas! (he doesn’t even answer the phone.)
Then scene changes to him downstairs in the hotel walking around.
Then he goes gambling he would bet little by little then he ended
up getting more and more and it turned into a huge scene of him
gambling. Then all of a sudden he sees a girl that he would compare
to the most beautifulest person in the world. She was looking at
him do all the spending and was impressed but he didn’t know. Later
on he sees her as he is heading towards the bar.
PETER V.O
Holy God of heaven, I didn't even know
girls like this even existed.. Her eyes
were a bright, emerald-green that had
enough color to brighten the world. She
was the picture of perfection. When she
smiled, the world would smile with her. If
she laughed, the world would laugh with
her. How the fuck do I fuck her? OK peter
you can’t fuck this up, you got this, lead
with a smile be charming lets go
Peter pussies out and tries to walk past her then...
SARAH
Hey cutie
PETER
Me? (peter gets confused because he
doesn’t know if she’s talking to him.)
SARAH
Yea you. How are you im sarah
PETER
I’m Peter

SARAH
You're new huh?
PETER
Yea how do you know?
SARAH
You've been standing there just looking at
me for the past couple of minutes.
PETER
Uh??
SARAH
I'm always in vegas and the newbies always
drool. (She then wipes the side of his
mouth to be funny, but there's no spit)
Its cool you can look but don’t touch.
PETER
What if I really wanted to touch.
SARAH
If you're cute then Ill give you a really
nice little feel.
( and she starts to dance all up on
him.)
PETER
Oh god you are very straightforward.
SARAH
You looking to party baby?
PETER
Yea im in the tower suite im always turnt.
SARAH
Did you win the lottery or something?
PETER
Nah but it would feel like it if you were
mine

SARAH
Oh good one there, that was cute.
(And she takes some hits of cocaine.)
You want some?
PETER
No
SARAH
Come on you earned it with that, look at
me I’m blushing.
PETER
OK… (snorts the coke)
PETER
Wow that’s some good shit. (but peter
doesn’t actually know what good shit would
feel like.)
SARAH
Only the best, I get it from a friend of
mines who gets it from Bolivia
PETER
Oh tell him I said that that was some nice
shit.
SARAH
You can tell him yourself, he’s coming to
the party that we are throwing
Peter's eyes grow because he starts to feel the high
PETER
My room can fit a lot of people in them;
you should call however many friends you
want.
SARAH
Ok free booze right?
PETER

Yes of course who do you think I am. Wow
that was some really good shit.
She looks at him for a sec asks him he wanted to hit some more
cocaine, he accepts, and then the scene changes to the big party in
his hotel room with all sorts of drugs and alcohol.
Peter ended up drunk and dancing with Sarah, and fucking Sarah but
for a quick scene
SARAH
Want some?
(he snorts it then it goes to drunk
and party scene.)
PETER
(Trying to wake up and is muttering
something in his sleep and then wakes
up somehow outside on the balcony. He
gets up buck naked and walks in. he
then starts to walk but totally
doesn’t see all the bodies on the
ground from the party. He trips and
hit his head on table and knocks out
and wakes up to police officers
questioning him and take him
downstairs.)
OFFICER JACK
Was that beautiful suite that we found you
sleeping in yours?
PETER
Yes
OFFICER GABE
Then why the fuck does it look and smell
like you did a lot more than sleep in it!
OFFICE JACK
Yea everything in there is broken. Nothing
in the room is use-able anymore, and you
know how we got into the room so easily?
PETER
Idk
OFFICER JACK
Just guess

PETER
Umm yll are fucking cops maybe that’s how.
OFFICER GABE
No asshole you have no fucking door!
OFFICER JACK
Like you didn't leave it open, its not
broken, somebody literally stole the
$50,000 door from the hinges.
PETER
$50,000 are you high?
OFFICER JACK
We’re cops so obviously not. (they looked
little high)
For the DVD, I want a behind the scenes of the hilarious scene of
how the cops got Peter downstairs
PETER
Did you say $50,000, if I knew that I
would have probably taken it too.
OFFICER JACK
Well you paid for the room so you gotta
pay for it. Or you are gonna be locked in
here for a long time.
PETER
I can’t do that!
OFFICER JACK
Your choice
PETER
(Is silent for a while trying to find
something to say then says)
“well I don’t have a choice.”
OFFICER JACK
Yes you do, I just gave you a
straightforward one weren’t you listening.

PETER
No officers, I have a week left.
OFFICER GABE
Left for what.
PETER
Officers I've got leukemia.
OFFICERS
hahahahha
PETER
Look at me how could I afford a room like
this!
OFFICER
Idk are you on Disney channel or
nickelodeon? We get a lot of those fruity
singing fuckers around here.
PETER
No I am dying, my family raised money for
me to have the best weekend of my life.
And I asked to go to vegas. I'm supposed
to go to Paris next but I think I'm just
gonna go back home. I've done enough
damage. I don’t have much but maybe 30,000
upstairs.
OFFICER JACK
Who do you think we are a bunch of fools?
PETER
No sir, i'm dead serious, this was my last
wish.
OFFICER JACK
Oh so you actually got that shit.
PETER
Yea.
OFFICER GABE

Then why don't you look sick.
PETER
I had some antibiotics but I started to
feel even better when the alcohol and
drugs sunk in. They should’ve prescribed
me that years ago. I would’ve probably
made it.
OFFICER JACK
Go check up in his room (suspiciously)
hopefully someone didn't steal it.
OFFICER GABE
So where is it
PETER
In the closet.
(THEY WAIT)
OFFICER GABE
Its here, he actually has the money.
OFFICER JACK
We apologize we didn’t know we thought you
were some kinda clown or something.
PETER
Yea but im still willing to give you guys
the rest, I've had enough fun for a
lifetime.
OFFICER JACK
I bet you are! Cuz we didn't even talk
about the bill for the inside of the room.
(They all laugh.)
OFFICER GABE
Don’t worry about the door, it actually
happens all the time. I don’t know when
the hotel’s going to learn to stop buying
such expensive doors.
OFFICER JACK
It's a fucking door!

OFFICER GABE
But we really hoped you had the time of
your life.
PETER
Don’t worry officer, I did.
OFFICER GABE
So that’s all we wanted to have a chat
with you about, you can keep the money and
do some more wild, crazy shit for the time
you have left!
OFFICER JACK
We're Americans and I just remembered that
we hate the french people! Or was it the
Russians?
OFFICER GABE
None of those sound right to me so I think
we hate them both.
PETER
Are you sure? Won’t you guys get in
trouble?
OFFICERS JACK
Ofcourse not kid we're cops we can do
whatever we want to as long as we file the
paperwork for it. We'll just say that the
perp got away and paid cash, which you
did.
PETER
Oh thanks
OFFICER JACK
By the way whats your name son?
PETER
Ryan
OFFICER JACK
Well Ryan be safe

(and gives him the bags of money.)
PETER
Thanks but are you guys sure? I’m dying
soon I don’t think I need this money.
OFFICER JACK
Yes we are. Now go out there and destroy
another hotel room.
OFFICER GABE WHISPERS
Hold on but I want the new xbox
PETER V.O
I didn’t wanna push my luck so I dipped
out of there as fast as possible.
(Mr. London calls him.)
MR LONDON
Peter, uhh well it seems like we’ve had
some new information from those cunt
sucking bank scammers out there.
PETER
Bank scammers?
MR. LONDON
Yea the bank scammers. Did I not tell you?
PETER
No sir you did not tell me.
MR. LONDON
Well you probably need to be back ASAP. We
have a very important meeting at 5. I’ll
let you have another vacation next week.
But you have to be here for this.
PETER
Ok I’ll be there tonight. *He walks out to
his rented car and checks in the backseat
where he checks for the extra 50000 of the
money that he hid in the car.
INTRODUCES GHETTO CHECK-IN DESK LADY AT AIR PORT

AIRPORT WORKER
Hello sir where would you like to go to
today?
PETER
Can I get 1st class tickets to Boston?…
AIRPORT WORKER
Sorry sir but there are no more 1st class
tickets for this flight.
(he takes out a $100 bill and asks
her if it’s still full, she acts as
if she is about to say yes and takes
the money and says “no”)
PETER
So are you sure?
AIRPORT WORKER
Oh sorry sir I think I have something
here, it seems like there is still no more
1st class tickets. *says it in a sarcastic
way.
PETER
Well then I think I want my money back
then
AIRPORT WORKER
I don’t think you'll want that anymore.
PETER
Why would I not want it anymore.
AIRPORT WORKER
Because there’s a countless amount of
different ways that I can use this $100
bill to sue you. It aint nothing to cut
this bitch off! Next person!
PETER
Cut what? Are we in kindergarten? And
There’s no one behind me. Ok I apologize
for bribing you. Is business class full
too, at least let me buy a ticket. I'm
sort of in a rush here.

AIRPORT WORKER
Well you're just in luck cuz there are
tickets for business class.
PETER
Thank you.
PETER V.O
Cunt. As I took the ticket I realized that
if I were in trouble there would be a
several federal agencies surrounding me
and ready to arrest me. So I decided to
calm down and take a chill pill but being
me that didn't last very long.
AIRPORT WORKER
Yea but the flight leaves in about 60
seconds
PETER
Oh shit
(peter started running)
AIRPORT WORKER
Run Forrest Run!
Peter makes it just in time and goes to sit down and turns off
phone, and puts it in his pockets. After the plane is in air he
puts on headphones and then plays music. He plays Red Eye- Kid Cudi
and Haim. And sings it in his head.
PETER V.O
Things get crazy, I feel like I'm losing
my mind
I don't know what to do
I'm going insane and I really don't know
why
There's only one thing to do
I'm floating through the night on a red
eye [x2] [x2]
Scene changes to when they are in the air and peter is sleeping.
Peter wakes up and walks into the bathroom then out of no where
turbulence hit and the plane dropped 100ft in the air then peter

gets a sense of fear and devastation and the audio of something
intense plays.
PETER V.O
oh fuck oh fuck oh fuck oh fuck (grows
louder in his head), how the hell I’m I
caught already. It was probably Dolores
that cunt. They had to get me back in
Boston! I can’t go to prison fuck that
shit! OK where do they keep the
Parachutes?
FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Sir are you alright in there.
PETER
Yea
FLIGHT ATTENDANT
Well you sounded pretty angry and you were
screaming. I was just making sure the
turbulence didn’t hurt you.
PETER V.O
screaming?
(peter realizes he must have said
that out loud. And covers mouth)
PETER
No I was but I am good now thank you
(Peter is now walking out of the
airport looking petrified)
PETER V.O
How do I get out of this one? Fuck my Life
Peter still goes to the meeting to face his jail SENTENCE
MR. LONDON
Peter! You actually made it
PETER
Yea I thought that’s what you wanted
MR. LONDON

But I didn’t think you were actually going
to do it. You’re a good kid, you’re a man
of your word and traits like that are hard
to find these days.
PETER
Preciate that Mr. London
MR. LONDON
How many times do I have to tell you call
me George
PETER
Im sorry George
MR. LONDON
Come on we gotta get moving, this case is
starting to be a rather exciting one. As
you kids say shits is about to get real.
PETER
Just say shit not shits
MR. LONDON
But what if there are multiple shits that
are about to be real.
PETER
It doesn’t matter just shit
MR. LONDON
OK ( scene changes to an agent speaking to
the employees of bank.)
Scene introduces African American agent
GABRIEL
How are you guys doing today I am Gabriel
Harris from the FFETF.
RYAN
Hahah FFETF i'm I the only one that sees
through this BS. How gullible do you think
we are! He’s part of the scam! Don’t you
see! FFETF? Come on there's CSI, FBI, CIA

then this asshole here comes out with
FFETF! That’s like 6 letters, Arrest that
hoodlum!!
MR. LONDON
Shut the fuck up Ryan, these cops work for
him dumb-ass
RYAN
Oh no we're surrounded!
MR. LONDON
Are you fucking stoned again?
RYAN
Probably.
GABRIEL
No worries people I'm from the Financial
fraud enforcement task force. The FFETF is
a task force that encompasses a wide range
of illegal behavior from mortgage scams to
Ponzi schemes, credit card theft to tax
fraud. And in your case Bank Scam.
DANIEL
Dumb-ass (towards Ryan)
GABRIEL
Well I'm going to start off with some good
and bad news, I’ll start with bad. Well it
seems like these “hoodlums” are smart and
are covering their tracks. Which is making
it hard to get them, but I've done this
for long enough to know that it’s a matter
of time. They will get sloppy! And the
Good news is that they have really ramped
up their game by so much and are getting
really greedy so we might have the
perpetrators a lot sooner than we expect.
MR. LONDON
When you say greedy what do you mean?
GABRIEL
I mean these scumbags have stole about 1.7
million. That’s why they sent me, it was

getting out of hand. And it looks like the
victims consist of only retired senior
citizens. So they are stealing the life
savings of these poor old senior citizens
who can’t even work to redeem their money
back so it’s up to us to Recuperate their
money for them! And we need full
cooperation from everybody so we can try
to get most of the money back in time.
(Throughout this peter looks sketchy
and a lil guilty.)
ANDY
1.7 million right under our nose how did
they manage to do that?
JILL
Maybe its cause Ryan’s the assistant
manager.
RYAN
Fuck you Jill go give your brother jack a
blowjob hahaha
(No one really laughs. So he looks
like a dumb-ass.)
You get it jack and Jill?
ANDY
What do you even do all day anyway?
RYAN
OK now we all wanna fuck with ryan well
fuck you guys.
MR. LONDON
Its noone’s fault guys lets not start to
point...
GABRIEL
George I don’t wanna interrupt you but 1.7
million means it’s definitely someone’s
fault. If I have to fly all the way here
from DC, it’s definitely somebody’s fault
JILL
(Coughs )
Ryan.

Ryan flicks her off.
MR. LONDON
I know this is now official police matter
but this is my bank and I feel like if
there’s anyone who can help it would be
me.
GABRIEL
Umm we at FFETF feel like we've got the
situation handled and don’t need any
external help. Just your full cooperation.
MR. LONDON
Come on!
GABRIEL
It's greatly appreciated but NO
MR. LONDON
Don’t worry I won’t get in the way but I
could help identify things that outsiders,
like you, might miss.This aint DC Gabriel.
GABRIEL
(Doesn't answer but gives a face as
if he’s saying yes but doesn’t want
to say yes. Then the scene changes to
them leaving.)
Peter waits for everyone to leave then he speeds out and drives off
super fast. He is on the phone calling Dane but dane’s not
answering.
PETER
FUCK!
PETER V.O
This guy better not be fucking me right
now
THEN BAM! HE BROKE THE DOOR DOWN INTO THE ROOM DANE WAS IN
(THE WHOLE SCENE DANE WALKS WITH A
LIMP)
DANE
What the fuck that’s my door!

(then peter punches him in the face.)
PETER
Asshole! 1.7!!
DANE
What does that even mean?!! What the
fuck’s wrong with you! You're such a
fucking asshole! You're out of line
PETER
I’m out of line! The only thing out of
line is you!
DANE
Your mother’s out of line
PETER
My mother? fuck you! And pull your head
out of your ass. We’re in fucking trouble
don’t you get it!!
DANE
Trouble? Like trouble trouble.
PETER
Did you hack into more accounts without
telling me?!
DANE
No what are you talking about?
(then peter punches him in the face
again.)
PETER
They said its 1.7 million dollars it was
only 4 days! How did it jump from like
950,000 to 1.7 million in 4 days.
DANE
Fuck! OK dude I know we were supposed to
only do old people but I thought if we
were stopping we might as leave with a
bang and be out forever. I’ve got some of
Jennifer's rich dumb blondes friends and I
even got that Ryan kid from the bank.

PETER
Well they've been following you and are
tracking the fuck out of you.
DANE
Hold up what? But you told me that…
(looks confused)
PETER
I told you we were done that’s what I told
you!
DANE
Why are you getting mad at me?! Why didn’t
you see it coming?!
PETER
Uh… See it coming I thought we both agreed
that we were done.
DANE
Hold on they’ve been tracking me.
SCENE CHANGES TO GABRIEL AND HIS TEAM WORKING ON THE CASE
TIM
I think I got something!
GABRIEL
What is it?
TIM
For this transaction, it looks like a
personal lab top. It has image and a lot
of different types of files that you
wouldn’t find in a burner. It might be of
our perp's laptop.
GABRIEL
Really what a dumbass? Alright I need you
to pin point his location and ill set up a
team. Good Work Tim!
TIM

The files are still protected but as long
as they don’t destroy the lab-top, I’ll
have the location in no time.
GABRIEL
They probably will so we gotta move fast!
Scene skips back to peter and dane
PETER
Yea they were tracking you
(Dane looks at his laptop.)
DANE
Then we probably have to get the fuck out
of here then.
PETER
Why?
DANE
I did something bad.
PETER
What is it?
DANE
I kinda used that laptop yesterday night
to hack into Ryan's account.
(Dane goes to the lab-top and smashes
it And throws it out the window. Dane
limps when he runs to the laptop and
is in pain.)
PETER
Can they still track that?!
DANE
I don’t think so
PETER
Why do I not trust you when you say that
DANE

Because you’re an asshole, and because I'm
not really sure myself. It depends on the
type of software that they are using. But
if they find anything new, they might tell
you when you go to the bank tomorrow
PETER
So I can end up with cuffs on my hands, I
think not
DANE
Well since I just destroyed the laptop,
they won't find out about the laptop for a
couple more days. And it only proves that
I committed the fraud, it doesn’t mean
they found out about you. You might still
have time to at least warn me which could
help you warn yourself.
PETER
I guess but Laptop or not we gotta get the
fuck outta the country tomorrow!
DANE
Tomorrow! We gotta leave right now man!
PETER
What about your true love Jennifer
DANE
She did something to me man! It was really
really bad!
PETER
I told you she was gonna break your heart!
(Then Dane pulls down pants and peter
looks nauseated.)
Scene changes to Jennifer giving Dane a blowjob for like 6 secs
then the look on dane’s face changes from pleassure to fright as
Jennifer bit his dick. Dane-“FUCK!!” and dane waits a while before
resorting to violence and starts hitting her in the head with his
cellphone and then a glass plate to pull Jennifer away.
JENNIFER
(In tears.)
I loved him!! AND YOU TOOK HIM AWAY!! HE
WAS MY SOUL MATE!! I HATE YOU AHHH!!!

Then she runs at him but he moves out the way and she hits her head
on the metal bed post and gets knocked out. Right when she gets
knocked out kanye west- devil in a new dress plays. The next scene
is portrayed as if it is the music video of the song.
DANE
Jennifer?
Words are mouthed and Dane starts to cry. Then he starts to shake
her and slaps her multiple times. Then tries to listen for a
heartbeat but he is surprised to not hear any. The scene skips and
song also skips to rick ross part to him panicking then he he
turns to look at the body and the scene skips to him dragging her
in the bathroom and putting her in the bathtub. Her eyes were
already closed but he thought it would add more suspense if he
closed it more.
PETER
Oh my God. Whoa so she’s dead?
DANE
Yea MAN, even though she bit my dick I
still hold her in a special place in my
heart.
PETER
Did that happen right before I came in and
punched you in the face.
DANE
Well no I was thinking about calling the
cops. Got some ice and I sat for hours and
then I decided to put her in the bath tub.
You know incase somebody came in. It
would've been a little bit too awkward.
PETER
Holy smokes man im sorry man I didn’t
know.
(Gives dane a hug.)
I was being inconsiderate. For fuck sakes
your penis looks like its hanging on for
dear life
DANE
It’s okay dude but im more angry at myself
for using my own fucking laptop! I'm so

stupid I was going to throw it away but I
totally forgot.
PETER
Shit if we get caught we go to jail for
like 5 years maybe 3 for good behavior.
But I don't think you can have sex again
with that thing. My God what kinda teeth
does she have. How did it not get in the
way before?
DANE
Fuck you man, this aint the time for
jokes.
PETER
I'm sorry man but its not everyday that
your best friend gets their dick bit by
their crazy girlfriend. At least now you
can actually say you've dealt with a crazy
bitch.
DANE
We're best friends. Aww man I never had a
best friend before.
PETER
Yea dude you're my FUCKING best friend,
and bro we got this shit in the bag. Ain't
no cop gonna take us down
DANE
Damn I guess this must mean that
We're the Two Best Friends
That Anyone Could Have, Oh yea
the Two Best Friends
That Anyone Could Have
We're the Two Best Friends
That Anyone Could Have
And We'll Never ever ever ever ever ever
ever ever ever ever Leave Each other
PETER

Man no wonder you never had a best friend.
I don't even think I wanna be your best
friend no more.
DANE
Awwww man but We were the two best fiends
that anyone can have.
PETER
Yea sure dude but seriously I gotta dip.
We might really be Scott free I just have
some things to handle tomorrow and if im
not back by then you should probably leave
cuz something has to be wrong.
(Peter walks as if he is about to
leave.)
DANE
Whoa where you going?
PETER
Home, where else.
DANE
Dude I don’t think I can sleep alone
tonight
PETER
What?
DANE
I mean aren’t you scared that I could go
to the cops
PETER
Are you?
DANE
Not if you stay
PETER
What would stop you from waking up in the
middle of the night and going to the cops
DANE

(dane pulls out sex handcuffs.)
Either this or sharing jail cells. And
dude I can't sleep alone with a dead girl
in my bathroom.
PETER
OK im not going to lie, this is definitely
going to be better than not sleeping at
all. OK I’ll stay
(Dane limps to give him a hug and completely falls on a faintly way
but doesn’t faint.)
DANE
Just great!
SCENE SKIPS TO WHEN THEY ARE ABOUT TO SLEEP.
DANE
Ok dude here’s your handcuff
PETER
So who sleeps on the floor?
DANE
On the floor? I thought we were sleeping
buddies
PETER
Ummm NO Well too late I just handcuffed
myself to the bed.
DANE
Well so did I
(he handcuffs himself)
PETER
Fuck, you got the keys right? Yea its in
the dresser.
SCENE CHANGES TO WHEN THEY ARE ON THE BED.
DANE
I know this is a very stressful time in
our life's but dude we need each other, we
cant be just turning on each other and

punching ppl in the face even if I did
deserve it. Like we have a dead girl in
our bathroom for fuck sake…
PETER
I hope you’re not going to talk all night,
I don’t need this right now so go to
sleep.
DANE
Aight peter Good night
PETER
Night
Peter and dane are
homo” because with
it looks like they
off then dane says

laying on the bed together then peter says “no
the handcuffs dane's back is faced to peter and
are having sex And dane claps and the lights go
“no homo”
PETER

No homo
DANE
Oh yea, No homo
Scene changes to Gabriel and Mr. London are waiting outside Mr.
Johnson.
GABRIEL
George, you gotta let me do the talking
here, things would go by a lot smoother.
Right now we’re visiting a Mrs. Johnson.
(Gabriel stumbles and accidentally says
Mrs. Johnson )
MR. LONDON
Hold up just because you got a badge don’t
mean you know what’s best for this
investigation. This is my bank. This is my
City.
GABRIEL
See I knew this was a bad idea. George
this is my job and I don’t like to brag
but im pretty good at it.
MR. LONDON

Wow you should probably get an award for
being the most humblest agent in the
force. You should probably start writing
your acceptance speech now. What are you
doing wasting your time with me for?
GABRIEL
I have been asking myself that all day but
Don’t worry I already did and it's a real
tear dropper. (Shows tears dropping down
face with hand)
MR. LONDON
HAHA(sarcastically) What’s her name
anyway?
GABRIEL
Well umm George she’s kinda sort of a he
MR. LONDON
What really? Whoa this is exciting, times
have really changed; I guess people don’t
care to hide it anymore.
GABRIEL
We’re here to see Mr. Johnson.
ASSISTANT
Hold up sir
MR. LONDON
So it’s still Mr. Johnson too.
GABRIEL
What the hell are you talking about? Oh
you think he’s a trans…
(Under his breath.)
MR. LONDON
Shhh! That’s rude. He’s still a man.
ASSISTANT
Yes sir he’s still a man even though he
doesn’t poop or pee like one. Goddamn It’s
like we grow up just to become a baby
again. Sometimes I make fun of him and

call No dick Johnson, never mind you won't
really get it yet. It really gets on his
nerves but it’s funny. Well lemme check on
him first, Just give me a sec and wait
right here.
Gabriel and Mr. London say in unison- Thanks
GABRIEL
(they wait for a while in awkwardness
and then Gabriel says “George I need
to tell you something?”)
MR. LONDON
Yea wassup?
GABRIEL
I’m probably going to regret this because
it would've been insanely funny but Mr.
Johnson, oh man we’re going to laugh about
this later, is …
ASSISTANT
OK he’s ready for you guys
MR. LONDON
Alright let's go
GABRIEL
Oh God
ASSISTANT
Sorry I had to make sure that he didn't
shit on himself. I'm really surprised
cause he didn't. OK this way.
(she takes them to Mr. Johnson’s
room.)
MR. LONDON
Oh wow, wow she’s depressing
MR. JOHNSON
Are you guys cops?
GABRIEL
Yes sir. How are you today Mr. Johnson?

MR. JOHNSON
Good besides for the fact that I probably
can’t afford to stay here anymore. But I’m
gonna die soon anyway so Fuck it.
GABRIEL
No sir you don’t look a day past 70
MR. JOHNSON
How does that even help, people can still
drop dead at 69, the day before their own
birthday too.
MR. LONDON
Yea come on Gabriel use your brain.
MR. JOHNSON
Yea shit he doesn't get it. He's a young
cat so he don't know it yet but your body
has a way of telling you these things.
MR. LONDON
Hold on what? I'm not old. I don’t get it
either, I was only agreeing with you.
(But no one actually pays attention
to him)
GABRIEL
Sorry sir what I meant to say was we are
going to catch these assholes and get your
money back.
MR. LONDON
These assholes?
MR. JOHNSON
You think I can’t handle some curse words.
I’ve dealt with a few assholes myself
MR. LONDON
I’m sure you have Mr. Johnson
(At this time Mr. Johnson bends down
to pick up his reading glasses that
he dropped.)
By the way what’s your first name.

MR. JOHNSON
Morgan
GABRIEL
Oh this just keeps getting better.
MR. LONDON
How fortunate? Were you born with that
name?
MR. JOHNSON
Yea my grandmother named me
MR. LONDON
She must've seen the future because that
named fits you perfectly
MR. JOHNSON
Fits me perfectly? What are you trying to
say? Oh are you trying to say that I look
like Morgan freeman.
(I want to cast someone who looks
like Morgan freeman for the Mr.
Johnson part.)
MR. LONDON
No that's not what I’m trying to say
MR. JOHNSON
So all black, old people look like Morgan
Freeman huh?!
MR. LONDON
What? No im talking about… Well you still
kinda look like him though.
GABRIEL
How life is great and we are all here for
a reason and it’s to ultimately die but
until then we have to live.
MR. LONDON
What the fuck are you talking about?

GABRIEL
I'm trying to stop you from...
MR. JOHNSON
I've been in here for a long time but I
guess some things never change; white
people still crazy as hell.
MR. LONDON
Morgan there’s nothing to worry about, we
know.
MR. JOHNSON
Know what?
MR. LONDON
About your situation. "No dick Johnson"
(looks at crotch area.)
MR. JOHNSON
You talking bout that ugly creature out
there. I am black maybe your little weiner
aint working but mines is. Im still
fucking all sorts of bitches.
MR. LONDON
Oh you have both. But isn’t it a little
awkward sometimes
MR. JOHNSON
Yea I know im old as hell but I just pop a
couple of Viagra pills and do ma thing.
MR. LONDON
Viagra works for vaginas too but… How
MR. JOHNSON
Yea it does (pause) when my dick gets
harder her pussy gets wetter.
(then Gabriel has had enough fun and rushes George out to tell him
that he isn’t a transgender.)
GABRIEL

Hey man He isn’t a transgender!
MR. LONDON
Wait what do you mean he's not a
transgender?
GABRIEL
I mean he has a penis. It’s a pretty
fucking big one too. How do you not see it
through his pants.
MR. LONDON
Hold up that was his penis? Gawley I
thought that was like his diapers or
something. Did he have a boner he had to
have a boner that thing was huge.
GABRIEL
Just shut the fuck up and let me do the
talking. I have a job to do. Ok.
MR. LONDON
Ok
(Gabriel starts to walk in the room
but Mr. London seems to be going the
opposite way.)
GABRIEL
Whoa where are you going?
MR. LONDON
I don’t know if I can do this anymore. I
am just very disappointed right now.
GABRIEL
In what
MR. LONDON
I have never met a transsexual person in
my life, I was so excited and I had all
these questions about like how they feel
or does he ever gets hit on by girls and
is like ewww and then the girl slaps him
in the face and he's like men are right,
women are just crazy but now I feel so
discouraged and overwhelmed. I never

thought I would say this but I really
wanted him to have a vagina.
GABRIEL
I understand that but I am scared to leave
you out here alone. You might get lost
among all these old folks.
MR. LONDON
Oh haha(sarcastically) so you're starting
to come around and actually value my
company.
GABRIEL
Ohh N...
MR. LONDON
That’s great cuz I really think we can be
great partners in solving crime.
GABRIEL
It's Partners in crime
MR. LONDON
Yea that’s it partner in crime. We
probably need codenames since we’re
dealing with such high level criminals huh
GABRIEL
George, we gotta get going.
MR. LONDON
You’re right we should do this later.
They enter back in the room.
GABRIEL
Sorry about that Morgan, can I call you
Morgan.
MR. JOHNSON
No you fucking cracker
GABRIEL

OK Mr. Johnson. We would like to ask you a
couple of question to help us find the
perpetrators of this crime.
MR. JOHNSON
Aight
GABRIEL
Did you get any strange emails from anyone
MR. JOHNSON
That weird front lady checks my mail. And
I throw them in the trash.
MR. LONDON
No we mean like from the internet
MR. JOHNSON
Hahaha you over here making fun of my name
what kinda name is in-to-net. Is he a
fisherman or something. Shit I aint ever
met an in-to-net in my life. And if I did
like I said Emily gives me the mail and I
give it to the trashcan so ask him.
GABRIEL
I see this isn't going anywhere, well
thank you for your time.
(they leave the room)
MR. LONDON
Wait that's it. Why are we leaving aren't
we supposed to be grilling someone right
now. Like fucking good cop bad cop or
something.
GABRIEL
Did you hear that he doesn’t know shit.
MR. LONDON
Maybe we can ask the cuckoo lady at the
front desk.
GABRIEL
OK your lead

MR. LONDON
Alright Gabemeister
( Winks and doesn't give Gabriel a
chance to respond, George walks
away.)
MR. LONDON
(looks at the name tag) Emily, can I
call you Emily.
EMILY
Why of course
MR. LONDON
If you don’t know Mr. Johnson was recently
a victim of a bank fraud and we were
wondering if you might have any clues that
might help us in our investigation. Cuz it
seems like we couldn't get anything out of
him.
EMILY
It’s funny cause I had a dream that I
couldn’t get anything out of him. I woke
up and I think I was a little wet.
GABRIEL
Goddamn! We get it you don’t like this job
but he has lost a lot of money and we need
to catch this scam artist before he steals
more money from more innocent people
EMILY
Ok what would you like
GABRIEL
Has Mr. Johnson ever received any mail
that look suspicious or anything.
EMILY
No not really.
MR. LONDON
What about any suspicious people, has
there been any suspicious activity going
on around here

GABRIEL
And NO that was not an invitation to say
more about how you hate this job!
EMILY
(emily looks as if she
say something and then
herself) No not really
from the bank has been
though
GABRIEL

was going to
catches
but someone
visiting him

From the bank?
EMILY
Yea he was a very good guy, Mr. Johnson
seemed to really like him. He worked with
him on his money management.
GABRIEL
Who was he?
EMILY
Pete
GABRIEL
Pete?
MR. LONDON
Oh it’s just peter
GABRIEL
Ok I don’t care if he’s Jesus Christ, he
has just added himself to my list of
suspects.
EMILY
No peter was always nice to Mr. Johnson,
they used to play dominoes together,
Morgan really looked forward to it when
peter came to visit him. But he mightn't
seemed a little sketchy.
MR. LONDON
I've known peter and his family before he
was even born

GABRIEL
Well then that doesn’t make any sense
MR. LONDON
You know what I mean
GABRIEL
Who’s peter anyway?
MR. LONDON
The only quiet one during our meeting on
Sunday.
GABRIEL
The only quiet one huh?
MR. LONDON
No man his mother tried to kill herself
and he was just trying to make his mom
feel more loved and I ruined his vacation
with her. And he even came back early so
he could make the meeting. He’s also too
invested in this job to risk it all on a
bank scam.
GABRIEL
I'm sorry about his mom and you're right
he did seem like a good kid but we need to
make some progress before these guys leave
town forever.
MR. LONDON
Yea I know. So Emily is there anything
else that you feel that would be useful
for us.
EMILY
Nope
GABRIEL
Thank you very much Emily
EMILY
You’re welcome

MR. LONDON
The name Emily is just such a beautiful
name me and my wife almost named our
daughter that.
EMILY
Well thank you Mr. London. (reading name
tag)
MR. LONDON
No, call me George.
GABRIEL
Gabriel
EMILY
Thanks Gabriel, oooohh your hands are
soft, you probably can touch any woman you
want huh Gabriel.
(waits for him to say something back)
isn’t this the part where you ask me out
GABRIEL
Nope.
(And he just walks out)
MR. LONDON
(As they are walking out)
That was pretty insensitive.
GABRIEL
She seemed like the stalker type and I’ve
went down that road and I don’t wanna go
down there no more.
MR. LONDON
Same here. Mines was a close on.
GABRIEL
Oh how?
MR. LONDON

Well my wife almost killed me trying to
kill her. Who was yours?
GABRIEL
My ex-wife, she used to...
SCENE FADES TO PETER IN BED.
PETER WAKES UP AND DANE IS NOT NEXT TO HIM. HE HAS TROUBLES TRYING
TO GET OUT OF BED BECAUSE OF HIS HANDCUFFS AND THINKS HE'S THE HULK
AS HE RIPS THE HANDCUFF OFF THE BED. BUT IT STILL TAKES HIM A LONG
TIME TO RIP IT OFF. HE RUNS TO THE DOOR AND SEES THAT IT IS
UNLOCKED. HE CHECKS UNDER THE BED , THE CLOSET, BATHROOM AND CHECKS
IN BATHTUB BUT JENNIFER IS NOT THERE.
PETER
Dane!? Dane
He goes to the garage to see if Danes car is still there and it
wasn't so he heads back to the room. But the car was there, but he
just couldn't find it.
PETER V.O
That sneaky bastard! FUCKKK!!
(He gets to the room and finds the
door wide open when he remembers
closing it.)
And then the scene freezes with peter with a petrified expression
PETER V.O
Shit the cops. I swear every bone in my
body made me feel like I just shitted on
my self.
(And then he hears a flush in the
bathroom.)
DANE
Man I tell you it is impossible for me to
piss straight anymore. Dude I missed and I
was in the fucking tub.
PETER
Where were you?!
DANE
Oh dude I guess it looks like Jennifer’s
still alive. What a trooper huh? I went to
go see where she went.

PETER
No you didn't, you ran away and your pussy
ass realized you would be fucked without
me and came running back.
DANE
Whoa at least you can pee straight. I
literally walked downstairs and came back
up. Why are you so cranky?
PETER
I'm not cranky I woke up to find that my
partner in crime abandoned me to go to
jail for him. How did you even get out of
the handcuffs?
DANE
Dude they’re plastic; it came off in my
sleep. You don’t need a fucking key.
PETER
Oh… Why was the door unlocked?!
DANE
I must’ve forgotten to lock it cuz I was
in such a rush. I still have a bladder so
in the middle I woke up to take a piss.
And when I got in there she was gone.
PETER
Why didn’t you wake me up?
DANE
So you can punch me in the face again. I
think not you douche.
PETER
Fuck you man where’s your fucking money?
DANE
My Money worry about your own fucking
money!
PETER

I guess I know where your alliance lies. I
need my cut from the money you just got!
DANE
We don’t have time to argue! But trust me
I didn’t leave the room to fuck you over.
PETER
What about if she goes to the cops?
DANE
She kinda bit my dick, and she doesn’t
know about the scam
PETER
So?
DANE
So she could go to jail too. She aint
gonna risk that, we'll be in jail for the
same amount of time since i didn't kill
her.
Dane gets his cut from a bag and gives it to him
PETER
Well just know that if we make it out of
this we go our separate ways cuz I don’t
know if I can trust you. (Pauses) Now I!,
have to go handle our situation. And get
us out of this mess. Don't leave the
fucking room!
PETER V.O
I was livid but I had to look at the
bright side there was still light at the
end of the tunnel. And i was on my way
out.
Peter walks out of car and walks up towards the bank. As he got
closer all of a sudden every single type of federal enforcement
agency arrives and peter tries to run,but there was nowhere to
actually go.
PETER V.O
Gotcha, those fuckers didn’t have a clue.
I walked in the bank as if nothing ever
happened. They don't even know about the

laptop cuz timothy here is dishing out to
me all the details that they had about the
case.
(But then they get interrupted by
ryan.)
RYAN
So wat’s popping pete
PETER
Well nothing just trying to find out
what’s going on with this case.
RYAN
Well you probably need to find out some
other time George wants to talk to you.
PETER
OK gimme a second. Tell him I’ll call him
back.
RYAN
Umm you should probably take this he
actually said it’s about the case
PETER
Hello
MR. LONDON
Peter, we just made a big break! These
fuckers got sloppy and used their own
FUCKING laptops! Isn't that exciting you
should see me out here I feel like
Sherlock fucking Holmes or something.
PETER
That’s crazy what are you federal agents
up to now?
MR. LONDON
Well me and Gabemeister here
(Gabriel looks disapproval of the
name.)
are interviewing each person that has been
scammed to get any clues

PETER
You guys already have a list of all the
people?
MR. LONDON
Yea it wasn’t hard. These guys were greedy
scoundrels, so when people like dear old
Mr. Johnson or Mrs. Pryor heard about the
scam on the news they’ve been calling nonstop.
PETER
Hold up they’ve been calling
MR. LONDON
Yea non-stop. Peter I’ve been meaning to
tell you something.
PETER
Mhmmm
MR. LONDON
When this is all over I am letting go of
Ryan.
PETER
No
(but peter was only saying it because
he is feeling the walls falling on
him.)
MR. LONDON
Yes peter, you are way too modest, that’s
why I am promoting you to Assistant
manager. I know you haven’t been here long
but you've really earned it son.
PETER
I really appreciate this George. I won’t
let you regret this. (in a monotone voice)
MR. LONDON
OK Pete. Now get back to work! Hahaha
Camera stays with Mr. London and not peter

GABRIEL
Mrs. Jefferson did anything unusual happen
during the time that you found out about
the scam?
MRS. JEFFERSON
No at least I don’t think so
MR. LONDON
What does she mean she doesn’t think so?
GABRIEL
She’s got Alzheimer.
MRS. JEFFERSON
I’ve got Alzheimer’s, im not deaf
GABRIEL
Sorry ma’am but we need everything that we
can get to help solve this case before
these guys get away with it and all your
money.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Well I don’t know I can’t remember but I
don’t understand why peter’s not here with
you guys. I was expecting to see him
again. He hasn't come to visit me in a
couple of weeks. I can't even remember why
or how we met but something tells me this
would be better if peter was here.
Gabriel and Mr. London then look at each other.
CAMERA SKIPS BACK TO THE BANK AND SHOWS PETER SNEAKING OUT OF THE
BANK. BUT GETS INTERRUPTED BY JILL.
PETER V.O
If they are calling a lot it's a matter of
time before find out about me.
JILL
Peter, umm I wanted to talk to you but it
seems like you’re busy.
PETER

Yea im kin...
JILL
(interrupts him and says)
Do you wanna go out sometime?
PETER
Go out?
JILL
Yea like get coffee or whatever floats
your boat
(saying it looking embarrassed and
awkward.)
PETER
Umm yea that would be nice
JILL
Great, after work?
PETER
Probably not today but tomorrow?
JILL
Yea that’s good. Thanks oh shit not thanks
but Bye.
(says awkwardly)
PETER V.O
Damn and I would have really liked to fuck
her too.
SCENE CHANGES BACK TO MRS. JEFFERSON HOUSE.
GABRIEL
Ok thank you for your cooperation and if
you find out anything make sure you
contact me. Here’s my card.
MRS. JEFFERSON
Oh no problem. I’ll be sure to add it to
my contact list
They leave.

GABRIEL
Hello
(they are leaving Mrs. Jefferson
house and he gets a call from one of
the other agents. )
TIM
Sir we got a picture!
GABRIEL
You did?! That's amazing!
TIM
Yes sir! Im sending it to you as we speak
GABRIEL
Make sure you send the pics out to all the
airports, train station and any form of
transportation in a 50 mile radius. I
don’t think they’ve left yet but they
might be making a getaway. Make sure you
find out who his friends are, he didn’t do
this alone!
TIM
Yes sir
MR. LONDON
Good news?
GABRIEL
Great news we got a pic
MR. LONDON
Oh that’s spectacular news. it’s not Peter
though right? That shit in there kinda
scared me. she said his name like 15
times. She couldn't stop talking about him
for fuck sakes.
GABRIEL
Nope it cant be, then Tim woulda told me,
he’s seen peter too. Tim's a smart guy he
mustn't already looked at all the pics.
MR. LONDON

I knew it, peter is a good guy, he
wouldn’t be able to stomach the torture of
knowing that he is hurting other people.
GABRIEL
Ok finally here’s the pic.
(Gabriel shows Mr. London the pic and
he realizes that it is Dane. It shows
a flashback of Mr. London seeing them
both together leaving the bank.)
MR. LONDON
You said the guy couldn't have done this
by himself right?
GABRIEL
Of Course not it’s too much money to be
one person, maybe even 4 or 5 people. We
might be talking about a whole hacking
group.
MR. LONDON
That means that we still have lots of work
to do then.
SCENE CHANGES TO PETER AT HIS HOUSE.
PETER V.O
There’s one thing I’m not leaving without
… My trophy
Peter put his money on top of the ceiling, and the access to
getting it was taking longer than he expected because there is so
much money bills. After being exhausted by taking it stack y stack,
he goes down to the basement and gets a hammer. Then he gets the
hammer and smashes the ceiling and all the money drops to the
ground. He then starts to pick it up and throw it in his bag,puts
it in a bag and carries it out try to leave the house quietly. But
he hits the trash can as he is leaving. He leaves everything there
clothes and e.t.c, even some money that was dropped on the ground.
On his way to the airport he looks and sees the highway number to
get to see his mom and he takes it.
PETER
Mom I brought some snacks for you, you
hungry?
MOM
Peter! I’ve missed you so much

PETER
Yea mom I missed you a lot too but I can’t
stay long I’ve got to go handle something.
MOM
But you just got here you can't go. I
wanna tell you more about your dad.
PETER
Sorry mom, after this I can come visit you
and you can vent off all the good memories
you have of dad.
MOM
Yay! OK but peter guess what
PETER
What?
MOM
Chicken Butt lol
PETER
Ok mom bye love you
MOM
I just wanted to make you smile baby
PETER
You succeeded, Love you mom, make sure you
get eat the snacks before they expire
MOM
Lol ok peter love you too
After that peter walks into elevator and when it closes it goes to
his mom who picks up the box and opens it to find the bag has a lot
of money in there. And in shock tries to call peter but he puts the
phone behind his car and backs over the phone but was able to see
that his mom was the one calling.
PETER
(When peter gets to the airport,
peter walks to find his terminal for

a while. He is excitd cause he
finally made it, but then he sees Mr.
London waiting for him. He tries to
avoid him but Mr. London catches up
to him.) OH Shit
Then Mr. London corners him
MR. LONDON
Peter! How could you do this?!
PETER
Do what?
MR. LONDON
You think pleading the fifth would fix
anything to me! I'm not a judge im not
your boss, I took you in like you were my
own. I know you've had issues but Fuck
peter! This is bad, you have to atleast
own up to it like a man can you atleast
see that!
PETER
I Know! I know! but it wasn't supposed to
end like this he got greedy!
MR. LONDON
Of course he got greedy, that’s the sort
of things that happens in these things
people get greedy!
PETER
Welll sorry but George, I could leave you
with loads of cash! You can retire. You
can have a better life for you, your wife
and jenny. Just let this go. This wasn't
suppose to happen but it did. And I am so
sorry.
MR. LONDON
So you think I’m gonna take your money you
didn't make this money from the bank it
was stolen
PETER
You’re going to be working at the bank for
the rest of life if you don’t take the

money. You can be your own boss! Be smart
George! 50K just walk away!
MR. LONDON
The money is stolen!!! Come with me and
you can atleast leave with some of your
dignity Pete!
PETER
Ok lower your fucking voice! Ill go, ill
go
MR. LONDON
Now if you can turn around quietly and
follow me
THEN PETER HITS MR. LONDON IN THE BACK OF THE HEAD AND RUNS OFF. HE
RUNS OFF JETTING THROUGH THE AIRPORT. HE RUNS FOR A WHILE AND THEN
LITTLE BY LITTLE HE SEES MORE AGENTS THEN OUT OF NOWHERE BANG! HE
GETS WRESTLING CLOTHESLINE HIT BY AGENT. HE THEN GETS ARRESTED.
IT THEN SHOWS DANE
BUST INTO HIS ROOM
DANE TAKES HIS MUG
AND ASKS IF HE CAN
IS WEIRD.

BEING ARRESTED IN HIS ROOM AS MULTIPLE AGENTS
TO FIND HIM PACKING, HE IMMEDIATELY GIVES UP.
SHOT THEN PETER TAKES HIS MUG SHOT AND MESSES UP
TAKE ANOTHER ONE BUT IS REJECTED AND THE PICTURE

The scene skips to where peter and Dane are in court and it shows
all the people the scam has affected. He goes up to them and
apologizes awkwardly and walks away. And then the scene changes to
the prison that peter would be staying and then the prison cell.
And the movie ends.
PETER V.O
North Central Correctional prison place
was going to be my home for the next 2
years.
Shows someone getting jumped outside
(when the cell door closed)
I will now begin to cry till there are no
more tears.
(Peter cries and the movie finishes.)
Shows THE END, then credits for Producers, writers and Directors
and the movie starts again with a birds flying.
Another bird shot of a bird flying but this time near the hills of
somewhere in europe, where a red Aston martin Vanquish is driving
with non-other than an older Peter sitting in the front seat and is
getting a blowjob in the car.

PETER V.O
Well hello there oh lemme stop you there I
know what you’re thinking hey! Isn’t he
supposed to be in prison, well after about
a year of suffering, I was let out early
on good behavior. I don’t want to sound
too pompous because to tell the truth I
was undeniably terrified but just as the
emperor penguins adapted to the freezing
temperature of Antarctica, I adapted to
that hell we call prison. And you know why
because I'M FUCKING PETER LAST NAME LOFT
AND ANYONE WHO GOT IN MY WAY I RAN THEM
OVER!
Girl that is giving him a blowjob is chocking from holding it too
long
PETER
I'm sorry babe I got a lil too intense
proceed
CLAIRE
(has a british accent)
You bastard that really hurt. I could’ve
bit your fucking dick off
PETER
(Peter smiles to the camera
reminiscing on how dane got his dick
bitten )
Of-course you’re not going to bite my dick
off. You literally don’t have the balls.
Haha I should totally write that down, I
should be a fucking comedian or something.
If you think about it I'll probably be
great at everything.
(he starts flicking people off.)
See look at me I'm flicking everyone off
and they can't do shit cuz im in an Aston
martin and they are in some kind of ford
or Chevrolet bullshit. Just wait till we
get to my Hugemungous estate!
Then out of nowhere a group of people in helicopters hover in front
of Peter and peter immediately has the look of terror in his eyes
and he tries to turn around but the guy has a torpedo and shoots it
at the car. It shoots in slow motion and “ROLLING THUNDER” by
Action Bronson plays as the torpedo blows up the car and the car
flies over the hill.

PETER
OHHH SHHIITTT!!
Credits start and MGMT- electric feel/ Pink- sober/ professional –
THE WEEKND/ TEARS ON MY PILLOW LITTLE ANTHONY AND THE IMPERIALS,
begins the outro and credits are fun and bouncy
THE CHANGE IN PETER’S CHARACTER AND THE FACT THAT SOMEONE FEELS THE
NEED TO SHOOT HIM WITH A TORPEDO INDICATES THAT THERE IS GOING TO
BE A SECOND MOVIE TO FILL IN WHAT THE AUDIENCE DOESN'T KNOW.
CHARACTER LIST
Peter loft- Main character that starts a bank fraud at the bank
that he is working at, where he takes advantage of old people and
people who wouldn’t know better. He was an opportunist, with help
from college classmate, he used his interpersonal skills to operate
scam with a revenue of up to 1.7 million
Shelley Loft- Mother of the main character, she doesn’t support
peter on his plans of dropping out of college and always lectures
him on how school is extremely important. After her husband
(Michael) dies she loses a lot of hope and becomes very careless.
She gets put on the suicide list and is placed at a hospital, which
shines the light of sympathy that peter needed to be taken from a
list of suspects. She remains in the hospital for the duration of
the movie.
Michael Loft- Father of peter that dies in the beginning of the
movie from a stroke.
Dane Snickett- a college classmate of peter but not really a
friend. But they become friends when je joins peter in his scam. He
was very gifted with computers and got some notoriety for hacking
into his professor’s laptop and records him getting a blowjob from
a female classmate. Peter gave him a high five when Dane showed the
whole class and put Jennifer and the professor on blast in front of
everyone.
Daniel Townson- is one of peters coworker who does not get a lot of
not acknowledgement, and gets picked on by other co-workers. His
oonly friend seemed to be peter.
George London- The bank manager that hires Peter after having
sympathy for him even though peter’s only job was at a burger
joint. He is from Manhattan with a little bit of a Manhattan
accent. He has a soft spot for peter throughout the whole movie he
even tries to help peter get reduced sentence by allowing him to
confess instead of get caught. He was a silly character but still
was assertive when it came to work.
Andrew(Andy) Accettella- A coworker at the bank that is kinda the
banks douchebag. He has a very big mouth and spends some of his
free time at strip clubs getting drunk. But he always leaves his
problems at home and is still ambitious.

Ryan Carrole- Assistant manager at the bank and a pompous asshole
who is a motivation to peter to make more money because Ryan’s
parents are both wealthy and he has been given everything with a
silver spoon. George has always wanted to fire him but he got his
parents to open up a couple of bank accounts in the bank so he is a
part of the success of the bank.
Jill- one of peters coworker at the bank. She assisted peter when
he first started working because he didn’t know what he was doing.
She actually likes Peter but is too shy to say anything about it
but finally does at the end of the movie. She is the goody-two
shoes of the bank and always does the right thing.
Jenna London- George london’s daughter and peter’s coworker. Had a
fling with Ryan.
Jennifer- Classmate of peter that gets put on blast in front of
whole class for giving the professor a blowjob to get a better
grade in class. And becomes Dane’s Girlfriend
Professor Yates- Peter’s English professor that is caught getting a
blowjob from his student jennifer and put on blast in front of
class
Annie Barber- peter’s girlfriend in the beginning of the movie that
breaks up with him for being too irresponsible and not using a
condom.
Helen Pryor- one of peter’s frequent clients that just lost her
husband. Peter connects with her saying he just lost his father and
they exchange pictures of lost ones in wallet. She trusted him.
David Tillman- He works at the bank too. Very quiet and doesn’t
really say much.
Airport Lady- Very loud proud African American woman who doesn’t
like rich people. Works at the check in desk.
Sarah- The beautiful girl that peter meets in Vegas and spends most
of his time with. She shows him a good time and helps him throw
party in vegas.
Emily- Works at the Retirement home.
Morgan Johnson- victim of peter’s scam
Mr. Smith- Victim of peter’s scam
Officer Jack- One of officers that arrested Peter in Vegas
Officer Gabe- One of officers that arrested Peter in Vegas
Claire- British girlfriend of Peter at the end.

